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 1 Introduction 
Pedestrian streets have been an important part of revitalizing inner city areas since the 
1960s. In Scandinavia especially Denmark, but also Sweden, were the pioneers of 
building pedestrian streets. In Finland the development has been slower than in its 
Scandinavian neighbours and pedestrian streets were becoming more common as late as 
in the 1980s and 1990s and both the number and length of pedestrian streets in Finland 
lag behind that of its neighbours to the west.  
 
Many see pedestrian streets as primarily a visual improvement of the inner city, a street 
with a higher standard regarding street paving and furniture than a normal street, apart 
from the fact that no cars are allowed on it. However, the commercial nature of 
pedestrian streets is evident and a driving force behind pedestrianizing streets. Pedestrian 
streets are often the commercial heart of many cities, where the highest concentration of 
shops is found.  
 
Since the first pedestrian streets opened, many shop owners have had a sceptical attitude 
towards pedestrianization and worries have been pronounced during the planning process 
that reaching a shop by car is crucial. This master’s thesis looks into the differences in 
shop and business structure pedestrian streets have compared to nearby streets where car 
traffic is allowed. What are these differences or do they exist at all? This will be 
examined through looking at the commercial structure of the shopping district in three 
Finnish towns. Later on the results will be compared to earlier results from both Finland 
and Scandinavia.  
 
Shopping centres and pedestrian streets show many common traits. In fact the model for 
the modern commercial pedestrian street was taken from American shopping malls. 
Shopping centres tend to attract many chain stores and it can be assumed that pedestrian 
streets show a similar pattern. This thesis will briefly look into the presence of chains on 
pedestrian streets. This is a subject that has not been studied before in Finland and 
therefore this thesis will only take a first glimpse on chain stores on pedestrian streets.  
 2
 1.1 History and background of pedestrian streets 
Town centres have for thousands of years been the central place for commercial and civic 
activities in urban areas. As a matter of fact, the prime function of towns themselves has 
been do trade with nearby and far-out regions (Haggett, 2001:149-150). Historically, 
town centres were densely built with lively streets used by both people on foot and horse 
carriages. The event of the automobile did at first not change this, largely because cars 
were not that common during the first half of the 20th century. A small change could 
already be noticed during the 1930s when commercial chain stores and department stores 
grew bigger. However, it was not until the 1950s and 1960s when the commercial pattern 
of downtown areas began to change radically. Old buildings were demolished and 
replaced by modernist creations with space for larger shops. The structural changes hit 
hard on small specialized shops with a lot of personal customer service, which had to 
compete with larger rationalized chain stores. (Vägverket, 2007:7-8)  
 
The American experience shows that retailing has spread out and become decentralized 
in urban areas since 1890. This first happened when public transportation became more 
efficient and covered larger regions, then, in the 1930s growing car ownership rendered a 
further decentralization possible together with mass selling techniques and 
standardization. Finally, the CBD (Central Business District) only stood for selling high-
end products, while commonplace products were sold in shopping centres outside the 
CBD. (Kivell & Shaw, 1980:133) 
 
In Europe, after World War II, car ownership was becoming more and more widespread, 
which rendered out-of-town shopping centres and hypermarkets possible. In some 
countries, like Great Britain and Denmark, building out-of-town shopping venues was 
restricted, while in for instance Finland and Sweden property developers have had 
relatively unlimited possibilities to build new shopping centres. This has changed the 
competitive situation when not only shops but also shopping districts themselves have to 
compete to get customers; downtown shopping districts compete with out-of-town 
shopping centres. (Vägverket, 2007:7-9)  
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 The growing number of cars took up more and more space in inner city areas. Pedestrians 
were referred to narrow sidewalks while cars got as many lanes as possible on the old 
streets. This led to a counter-reaction in the 1960s when people demanded to reconquer 
the city from the cars. Already during the reconstruction of war-torn Germany and the 
Netherlands in the 1950s some car-free streets hade been built to lure consumers to shop. 
The model was taken from American shopping malls, where people step out of their cars 
to walk around and shop. This commercial model of car-free streets became common in 
many western European countries during the 1960s and 1970s. One of the most famous 
pedestrian districts that has served as an example for many other cities is Copenhagen’s 
Strøget that opened in 1962. Today the city hosts 100,000 square metres of car-free 
streets and squares. (Gehl & Gemzøe, 2001:18-19, 55) 
 
Since the 1960s three waves of inner-city renewal can be noticed in Scandinavia. The 
first wave occurred during the end of the 1960s and the 1970s. A change in attitude came 
with the movement of 1968 and the oil crisis of 1973 and suddenly the motorized society 
was not seen as evident any more (Vägverket, 2007:9). During this period, pedestrian 
streets were often criticized with arguments like “we are Danes, not Italians” and “no cars 
means no customers and no customers means no business”. However, pedestrian streets 
proved to be successful (Gehl & Gemzøe, 2001:54).  
 
The second Scandinavian wave of pedestrian streets and inner-city renewal took place 
during the beginning of the 1990s when the economic recession hit inner-city trade. At 
this time shop owners started working together with marketing and developing pedestrian 
streets, improving the environment and cooperating with city authorities. The third wave 
can be noticed on a European scale and takes place starting in the beginning of the 2000s. 
In the wake of the economic growth inner-city shopping areas expanded and 
pedestrianization is an acknowledged solution for inner-city restoration. (Vägverket, 
2007:9-10)  
 
In Finland the development of pedestrian streets has been slower than in the rest of 
Scandinavia. The first Finnish pedestrian street opened as early as 1966 in Ekenäs when a 
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 petition was signed by 1,500 citizens who demanded car traffic to be banned from one 
narrow shopping street. Also the suburban commercial centre in Tapiola was developed 
as a car-free area during the 1960s. Still, the first actual wave of pedestrianization of 
streets in Finland came during the 1970s when five pedestrian streets opened. Many of 
them were short and the political and civic debate before opening them was extensive. In 
Pori, for instance, three municipal elections were held before the city council reached the 
decision of pedestrianizing one street. Many of the streets were simply closed for traffic 
with a traffic sign, while nothing else was done to them. (Heikkilä et al., 1996:17-18)  
 
The second wave of pedestrianization in Finland occurred during the 1980s, but even 
now less than 10 streets were pedestrianized. The difference from the previous decade 
was that the implementations were better planned and many realizations were thought to 
be high-quality. The pioneers of this new school of pedestrian streets were Oulu and 
Kerava. Oulu’s “Rotuaari” – at the time the northernmost pedestrian street in Finland – 
was frequently used as an example in the debate on pedestrian streets and became a local 
source of pride. Also the capital Helsinki got it first pedestrian street with a commercial 
profile in the 1980s. During this decade pedestrian streets was a phenomenon unique to 
western Finland. (Heikkilä et al., 1996:18-20)  
 
The third wave of building pedestrian streets in Finland was in the 1990s. During this 
time pedestrian streets were built all over the country. More emphasis was put on the 
finishing touch and quality materials were used for street paving, furniture and art 
(Heikkilä et al., 1996:20-21). “Manski” street in Kouvola even got some attention abroad 
with its 150-meter-long and 25-centimetre-wide water channel that forms a part of a 
sculpture using running water (Gehl & Gemzøe, 2001:108-111). As of the beginning of 
2008 there are 28 pedestrian streets in Finland (Figure 1) and a dozen car-free solutions 
that cannot be called pedestrian streets for the reason that they comprise only one car-free 
square or the pedestrianization is only periodical (Santasalo, 2008).  
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Figure 1: Pedestrian streets and pedestrian zones in Finland (adapted from Santasalo, 2008) 
 
1.2 Research questions 
The aim of this master’s thesis is to find out the following about pedestrian streets and 
shopping districts: Firstly, the main research question is how the commercial structure 
differs when comparing pedestrian streets to the other streets within the same shopping 
district. There is earlier evidence that there are clear differences but exactly how much 
and what effect they have is less clear. Therefore this master’s thesis will find out more 
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 accurately what kind of differences can be noted between pedestrian streets and their 
shopping district. Secondly, a phenomenon known e.g. in France is that when a street is 
pedestrianized chain stores and franchises tend to take over and independent retailers are 
forced away from the street. This is due to the higher rents a pedestrian street causes the 
shop owners (Bachelard, 2005). Therefore the number of chained retailers on the 
pedestrian street is examined. Unfortunately there is no earlier research to compare with.  
 
Before the commercial inventories took place, presented in Chapter 3.1, a few 
assumptions were made that would either be proved true or false when the results would 
be ready. The first assumption is that there will be more retailers on the pedestrian street 
than on nearby streets, restaurants will show an equal distribution and services will be 
more dominant outside pedestrian streets. The second assumption is that there will be 
more chains on the pedestrian street than on other streets within the shopping district. 
Further on, there will be more chains in bigger towns than in small ones. An assumption 
based on historical comparison is that the commercial structure will have moved to a 
more Scandinavian model compared with the inventory done by Heikkilä et al. in 1996, 
this means more retailers and less services and restaurants on the pedestrian street. 
Another assumption is that the case towns will show similar results for the lines of 
businesses listed in Table 1. The results will be examined in the case specific reviews in 
Chapter 5.  
1.3 Structure of the master’s thesis 
This master’s thesis will first of all look into the subject itself, i.e. shopping districts and 
pedestrian streets; how they developed and what their characteristics are. Also the field of 
retail geography and theories linked to this field of geography will be introduced. Further 
on, the methods used during the field work are explained. Then the three towns which 
have been chosen for the field work will be briefly introduced to give a broader context 
for the three pedestrian streets examined. Finally, the results and the conclusions are 
presented.  
 
All photographs are taken by the author.  
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 2 Theoretical framework and literature review 
There is no general theory of pedestrian streets. They can only be studied by looking at 
earlier experience. All pedestrian streets are different but they have many similarities that 
can be generalized. Still, one should bear in mind that if something had a certain effect on 
one street it is not necessarily repeatable on another. Shopping districts have been 
delimited by many scholars and some theories on how this has been done will be 
presented in the following chapter as well as the subject of retail geography.  
2.1 Retail geography 
Studying pedestrian streets from a commercial point of view falls under the larger field of 
retail geography. This field of study is interested in the geographic patterns that can be 
found when looking at retailing, its organization and spatial patterns. Retail geography 
has undergone a development from a very quantitative approach in the 1960s and 1970s 
(Scott, 1970) when finding models of how to classify and delimit retailing functions as 
well as finding quantitative patterns of retailing location was emphasized using central 
place theories. Since then economic theories have been used to explain retailing patterns 
(Dawson, 1980), when in more recent research social aspects and qualitative methods 
looking at consumer behaviour is used to determine the geographic functioning of 
retailing and spaces of consumption. Social sciences are used as reference points without 
forgetting economic theories (Wrigley & Lowe, 1996).  
 
Geographical studies looking at consumption can be seen from three perspectives: sites of 
consumption, chains linking locations of consumption, and spaces and places of 
consumerism. Sites that scholars have shown a particular interest in are department stores 
and shopping centres (Wrigley & Lowe, 1996:17), while streets have got less attention.  
 
Historically seen the department store was the first “invention” to revolutionize urban 
consumerism. Before the event of the department store in the 1850s shopping was more a 
necessity than a way of spending time. With department stores retailing became more 
centralized and distribution modernized, when consumption moved into one immense 
building selling commodities in large quantities with less production going on in private 
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 homes and small shops. The department store introduced novelties like fixed prices and 
impulsive purchases (Zola, 1883). The shopping centre has drawn much academic 
attention as the 20th century’s equivalent to the department store. They have begun to 
function as parlours which have blurred the limit between retailing and leisure. In 
particular out-out-town malls function as leisure and pleasure palaces luring people to 
spend as much time as possible inside them. In addition, consumers seem to distinguish 
between shopping experiences seen as “work”– going to the supermarket – and pleasure 
shopping (Wrigley & Lowe, 1996:17-20).  
 
A newer trend among shopping centres is to profile themselves; they are less 
homogenous and attempt to establish a unique identity (Wrigley & Lowe, 1996:26). Here 
there is a difference between in-town small shopping centres that can be highly 
specialized and out-of-town mega-malls that try to provide customers leisure time in as 
many forms as possible. Commercial streets, pedestrian streets in particular, show 
similarities to shopping centres. They too can be both specialized, have a certain profile 
and lure customers to spend a lot of time on them.   
 
Retailing activities are basically located according to three factors: population density, 
transportation and topography. Location factors can further be seen as external and 
internal where external factors are related to the population such as purchasing power, 
transport and retail competition, while internal factors are related to the retailer’s 
business, e.g. pricing, assortment, service and location. The higher the income level of 
the population the more higher-order products are demanded. Technology makes retailing 
more efficient and also affects distribution patterns. Shopping clusters, especially 
shopping centres, tend to concentrate retailing to chain stores which affects the overall 
assortment of business types. (Kivell & Shaw, 1980:133-135) 
2.2 Conceptions and definitions 
At this point a few conceptions and definitions should be made clear to explain in which 
way they are defined in this text. Conceptions to be defined are of course the pedestrian 
street, followed by shopping district, as well as a few other key terms.   
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A street can be defined either morphologically, i.e. “a linear space between buildings” or 
in light of its use: a “setting in which a specified set of activities occur” (Rapoport, 
1987:80). Rapoport (1987:81) however concludes that “streets are the more or less 
narrow, linear spaces lined between buildings found in settlements and used for 
circulation and, sometimes, other activities.” This last definition of a street also goes well 
when looking at pedestrian streets, especially emphasizing on other activities. A 
pedestrian street is thus a linear space between buildings where only pedestrian traffic is 
allowed and used for various activities. The activities this thesis looks into are 
commercial in nature. The process of turning a regular street into a pedestrian one is 
called pedestrianization (Francis, 1987:24). Several pedestrianized streets are called a 
pedestrian zone (Brambilla & Longo, 1977). In American English the term pedestrian 
mall is used instead of pedestrian street (Redstone, 1976; Brambilla & Longo, 1977:8-9) 
 
The shopping district is defined as an area with a certain ratio of commercial floor space 
compared to total floor space. The theories behind this definition will be presented in 
more detail in Chapter 2.3 and how the definition has been used in practice in this 
master’s thesis in Chapter 3.1.  
 
The term commercial structure used in this master’s thesis refers to what ranges of 
businesses are present in a certain area. For instance, the number of retailers versus the 
number of restaurants can be compared to find out the commercial structure of a 
shopping centre. If there are more restaurants, the shopping centre can be said to have a 
commercial structure dominated by restaurants.  
 
The expression shopping centre is also used frequently in this thesis and is officially 
described as “an area or complex of shops” (Soanes & Stevenson, 2006:1332). In this text 
the term refers to a building with many shops to which customers enter from inside the 
building. Other words used for the same type of building complex are shopping mall, 
shopping precinct or shopping arcade but they are not used in this text.  
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 The last term needing explanation is chain store which is “one of a series of shops 
owned by one firm and selling the same goods” and can also be termed simply as a 
‘chain’ (Soanes & Stevenson, 2006:223).  
2.3 The commercial centre 
The commercial centre of a town, or more precisely, the shopping district, can be defined 
in many ways. Scott (1970:97-106) recites a few ways of how these centres have been 
limited by other scholars. Official UK census statistics from the 1960s defined the central 
shopping area as where the ratio of shops compared with all properties is more than 1:3. 
Another definition defines a commercial centre as a concentration of shops where the 
distance between each retailer is no longer than 61 metres (200 feet). A third definition 
simply says that a commercial centre is a contiguous group of retailers more than four in 
number. It is also possible to delimit a commercial centre based on customer movement. 
One is to look at the origin of customers: shops attracting more customers from farther 
away are more central in the hierarchy than ones attracting only local customers. Looking 
at land values is an arbitrary method since land values are not always reflected by the 
retailing activity alone in an area.  
 
The quantitative studies in retail geography of the 1960s focused a great deal on 
Christaller’s central-place theory first published in 1933. Central place theory comprises 
more than only retailing and focuses on goods and services in general. The theory can 
well be used in explaining retailing. In light of this it can be concluded that small centres 
in general sell low-end products, especially daily consumer goods that require little 
travel. Large centres on the other hand supply not only low-order products but higher-
order products as well, which requires customers to travel longer distances and are 
bought less frequently. The larger the centre the greater the possibility to specialize is. 
Central-place theory, nonetheless, omits the fact that consumers behave irrationally and 
can choose to shop where they like regardless of the rational choice reflected by the 
hierarchy of the commercial system (Scott, 1970:11-17). In what kind of a central-place a 
pedestrian street is located impacts on the street itself and what retailing activities are 
found on the pedestrian street.  
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A development that has been critical for the central shopping district since the 1960s is 
that it has lost its monopoly to out-of-town commercial clusters. The central shopping 
district is no longer more accessible than other areas and might even have, in some cases, 
a disadvantage in accessibility. Because of this central shopping districts have lost a large 
proportion of their previous markets. The strength of town centres still is that they have a 
larger range of services to offer than out-of-town indistinguishable shopping centres do. 
However the trend has been for long that the central shopping district is becoming more 
like a shopping centre with a similar commercial structure dominated by chain stores, 
while independent businesses are pushed to the outskirts of the shopping area. (Kivell & 
Shaw, 1980:139-143; Davis & Kirby, 1980:180) 
 
Santasalo and Heusala (2002:22-26) have identified four commercial districts based on 
the situation in Finnish towns, presented in Figure 2.  
 
 
Figure 2: Commercial districts found in towns, adapted from Santasalo & Heusala (2002:23) 
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 In the heart of this commercial centre lies the Central Shopping District (CSD) and in 
towns that have pedestrian streets, this centre is often situated around the pedestrianized 
areas provided that the pedestrian street has been correctly placed within the town’s 
commercial structure. The CSD is typically very small covering only four to six city 
blocks in bigger towns while in small towns this district can be as small as covering only 
one or two blocks. Shops that are found in the CSD are the ones that have the largest 
benefit of having a central location. They are characterised by belonging to a chain, 
having a large turnover of products and being trendy. The CSD itself is typified by 
having no or few apartments, having a dense structure of functions, and having many 
retailers in the same business causing fierce competition between them. At the same time 
this concentration makes the CSD an attractive market place for consumers. (Santasalo & 
Heusala, 2002:24) 
 
The Shopping District (SD) can be found around the CSD. In this district retailing is less 
intense and the distance between shops is greater. The SD is a large area but with less 
commercial density. However, the commercial structure is more varied in the SD since 
those businesses that cannot afford the higher rents in the CSD are located here. 
Compared to the CSD the focus is shifted from retailing to services in the SD. 
Competition is still severe in the SD where many similar businesses are located. 
Especially those businesses who have not got the possibility to be located in the CSD 
have sought their way to the SD to be as close to the commercial focal point as possible. 
(Santasalo & Heusala, 2002:24)  
 
Around the Shopping District lies the Shopping Fringe (SF). Here businesses are 
infrequent and has been concentrated to certain areas. The SF is important for businesses 
that have been extremely specialised, both retailers and service providers. They are 
usually the only one in the business in the whole region and therefore competition is less 
intense and they serve a large geographical area. (Santasalo & Heusala, 2002:24) 
 
Outside of the commercial centre one can usually find a Market District (MD) with 
large supermarkets and hypermarkets as well as other commercial activities needing a 
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 significant amount of space. In small towns the MD is located within the central urban 
fabric. (Santasalo & Heusala, 2002:26)  
2.4 Pedestrian streets 
The pedestrian street can be seen from three points of view. It can be seen as a physical 
structure, as place of commercial activity, or as a place of social interaction. Architects 
usually promote pedestrian streets from the physical viewpoint arguing for a better inner 
city environment. Economists and shop owners look upon the pedestrian street from a 
commercial standpoint. Sociologists and often architects as well see the pedestrian street 
as a place where citizens meet and interact.  
 
All of the three points mentioned above are important. The pedestrian street is for sure a 
physical structure that can have different designs but with the common trait of being car-
free. When situated in the heart of a town the pedestrian street is also the high street that 
gathers the largest concentration of shops. An important aspect of the pedestrian street is 
that it is a social space where people meet. Many events are organised there, people meet 
each other and simply “hang around”. How much of the latter two functions are 
prominent depends very much on the first one, i.e. the physical appearance. Some streets 
are more commercial in nature, others are more social, and some are neither. However, 
all three aspects work together in shaping the mood and feeling of each pedestrian street. 
In the next pages all of these aspects will be examined more closely with a special focus 
on the situation in Finland and Scandinavia.  
2.4.1 Elements and requirements of pedestrian streets 
Firstly one should bear in mind that each town is different. Towns have developed 
differently and they have a different structure both socially, physically and commercially. 
This is the starting point when assessing a pedestrian street. There are also general 
requirements and elements that concern every pedestrian street.  
2.4.1.1 Climate 
One argument used by people who are criticising pedestrianization is climate. This 
argument is especially used in northern countries when people are comparing the 
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 situation with Central European pedestrian districts. Despite this, pedestrian streets have 
been built in Scandinavia since the 1960s and they have proved successful since, 
according to Heikkilä et al. (1994:11), they are found in almost every Danish and 
Swedish town, despite the town’s size. Neither rain nor cold seem to be an obstacle in 
realizing a pedestrian street. This is due to weather conditions being relative: a blizzard of 
the same scope causes more chaos in France than in Finland where people are more used 
to and better prepared for snow. Studies show that there is no clear difference in the 
number of visitors on Scandinavian pedestrian streets during the four seasons, as both 
summer and winter are low season and spring and autumn high season (Heikkilä et al., 
1994:34). 
 
 
Figure 3: Nordic weather has been an argument for not having pedestrian streets in northern 
Europe. Pedestrian street in Kerava, March 2008.   
 
2.4.1.2 Physical requirements and structure 
Medieval towns are quite easy to pedestrianize; the narrow winding streets are better 
suited for pedestrians than for cars and the densely built land can both house inhabitants 
as well as many shops and restaurants. In Finland, on the contrary, the city structure puts 
some limitations on realizing pedestrian streets. First of all, Finnish towns are dispersed. 
The urbanization in Finland has in particular been a suburbanization. The suburbs are 
often located far away from the centre and provide its inhabitants the basic commercial 
services they need. This has led to a slight commercial blight in inner-city areas, 
especially regarding supermarkets. This has brought about a dispersion of the commercial 
structure. (Heikkilä et al., 1996:25)  
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The majority of towns in Finland have been planned according to the grid plan in the 19th 
century. The only exceptions are the oldest and the newest towns, which have more 
irregular street patterns. The size of one grid is usually between 70 and 160 metres. This 
affects how long the façades are and therefore also the look of the pedestrian street. 
Moreover, the grid plan weakens the hierarchy of streets and blocks, as most streets have 
the same width and look the same. Because of this many towns do not have a clear 
commercial centre. (Heikkilä et al., 1996:25-26)  
 
There are three basic models for pedestrian streets (Figure 4). They can be called the 
single street model, the labyrinth model and the main street/cross-street model. A rare, 
fourth model is the disconnected pedestrian street model. (Heikkilä et al., 1994:18-19) 
 
 
Figure 4: Pedestrian street models.  
 
The single street model is the most common one where one street has been 
pedestrianized. This is common in towns with a grid street pattern but used as well with 
curving streets. The single street model is also the preliminary stage of large pedestrian 
areas. The labyrinth model is made up of several pedestrian streets that form a pedestrian 
zone. This model is best fitted in towns with an irregular street pattern, especially in 
medieval town centres that can be converted into a labyrinth of pedestrian streets. The 
main street/cross-street model consists of one main pedestrian street with one or several 
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 pedestrianized cross-streets. This model can best be used in towns with a grid street 
pattern. The disconnected pedestrian street is made up of several shorter pedestrianized 
sections with car traffic allowed in between. (Heikkilä et al., 1994:19) 
 
A Scandinavian experience shows that the best pedestrian streets begin at the railway 
station, crosses the town square, passes one or two shopping centres or department stores 
and ends at the public library and the town hall. This ideal model combines transport, 
shopping, culture and public service. Especially in Finland this model is not fulfilled 
because different functions are spread out and pedestrian streets are short. The location of 
public institutions can also be illogical because of historical reasons, when the 
commercial focus of the town has moved whereas the town hall or library stayed. 
(Heikkilä et al., 1996:45-47)  
 
In Finland the length of pedestrian streets typically varies between 100 and 900 metres. 
The width of pedestrian streets is usually 15 metres with an interval ranging from 6 to 30 
metres. The streets are usually divided into three parts, two on each side and a broader 
one in the middle. The division is done either by patterns in the street paving or with 
street furniture and plants. The middle part is reserved for the flow of pedestrians while 
the sides are used by cafés and shops. Some very wide pedestrian streets have been 
divided into more than three parts and the appearance of a wide space has been reduced 
by plants and benches. In some Scandinavian towns wide streets have been reduced by 
extending the buildings towards the middle of the street, since streets that are too wide 
are not functional any more. (Heikkilä et al., 1996:59-61) 
 
In order for a pedestrian street to function properly the environment has to be pleasant 
and create a desire to walk around. It is important to allow the street to have a 
commercial nature. In some cases the streets are planned in a way that there is no space 
for commercial creativity and the structure is inflexible. The streets may well be used by 
cafés, sales stands and performers. Physical barriers, like stages, should be avoided. 
(Heikkilä et al., 1996:34-35)  
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 2.4.1.3 Traffic and parking 
Pedestrianization is usually preceded by greater rearrangements of car traffic in the town 
centre. Traditionally main roads passed through the town centre where travellers often 
made a stop. Cars have made travelling faster and the need to stop in every town is not 
necessary any more. In Finland many main roads passed through urban centres up until 
the 1980s when bypasses were built and downtown traffic rearranged. This made it easier 
to realize pedestrian streets, since car traffic was not interrupted (Heikkilä et al., 1996:29-
30). Most pedestrianizations have involved some kind of essential redirection of car 
traffic. A common solution is to either build, or define on existing streets, a central ring 
street that directs traffic a few blocks away from the pedestrian area (Heikkilä et al., 
1994:36-37).  
 
Although cars are redirected out of pedestrian areas, traffic should not be directed away 
from them. Pedestrian streets have to be easily reachable. This is done by equally 
favouring public transportation, cars and pedestrian traffic. Public transportation should 
be brought to the heart of the pedestrian area, without using the pedestrian street itself. 
Usually intersecting streets or parallel streets are suitable. Like shopping centres, 
pedestrian streets need enough parking lots. The best solution is larger car parks which 
can be used by both shoppers and nearby offices. This makes parking more efficient and 
removes cars from the streets. Having too few possibilities to park cars can both lead to 
excess traffic and to customers abandoning the pedestrian street as a place to shop. 
Pedestrian traffic should be brought from surrounding areas right onto the pedestrian 
street. Depending on the width of the pedestrian street biking can be allowed on it or if 
the street is too narrow, only parking bikes should be allowed. It has been noticed that 
many Finnish pedestrian streets lack a sufficient amount of places to park bikes. This is 
especially a problem during the warmer summer period. (Heikkilä et al., 1996:47-58)  
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Figure 5: Bikes on the pedestrian street in Pori during winter. March 2008.  
 
One worry shop owners express when talking about pedestrianizing a street is that 
carrying out maintenance and deliveries will get difficult when vehicles are banned from 
the street. Attending this problem has a few solutions. The best option is to do deliveries 
from side streets. This is usually possible for large buildings, but less so for small shops. 
When it is not possible to deliver goods from side streets another option is to allow 
deliveries on the pedestrian street during a certain time, for instance mornings. In some 
cases thoroughfare is physically prevented so that delivery vans can only enter at certain 
junctions. This also reduces illegal thoroughfare. On narrow streets in particular, delivery 
vans are seen as a problem and an obstacle for pedestrians (Heikkilä et al., 1996:63-65).  
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Figure 6: Delivery vans blocking a narrow pedestrian street in Barcelona, Spain. February 2008.  
 
Heikkilä et al. (1996:65-68) have looked into what effect pedestrian streets have on 
traffic accidents. For instance in Pori, pedestrian accidents decreased while the effect on 
bicycle accidents was unchanged. When cars are removed from a street the number of 
accidents of course decreases. Problem spots become the ends of pedestrian streets and 
crossings where cars drive. To reduce accidents on these spots, car streets have been 
narrowed or speed reducing structures have been built.  
2.4.2 Good and bad locations 
A pedestrian street is best located in the central shopping district of a town. This is 
usually the historical centre as well, where pedestrian districts fit in naturally. One of the 
most crucial decisions to make when pedestrianizing is to choose the right street 
(Heikkilä et al. 1994:14). Therefore the high street or any other busy shopping street 
where car traffic has deteriorating effects on the functions around the street should be 
chosen. One way is to determine the functional focal point of the town. This is where 
people gather spontaneously or “where the local football team greets its fans when 
they’ve won the championship”. This is easier in towns with retailing already 
concentrated around one or a few streets than in towns with a dispersed commercial 
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 structure (Heikkilä et al., 1996:38). Emphasis should also be put on the height of 
surrounding buildings and the width of the street. Too tall buildings or a too wide street 
might lead to an uncomfortable environment for pedestrians (Kävelykatutyöryhmän 
mietintö, 1984:13).  
 
A pedestrian street is a one-level solution. Two-level areas where pedestrians and cars are 
separated have proved to be unsuitable for commercial use and making two levels comes 
with more problems than solutions. Placing the pedestrian street in the historical core of a 
town draw people in addition because of its pleasant appearance, around which it is easy 
to create an attractive environment. Pedestrianizing a street in a historical surrounding 
comes with some problems: car traffic has to be rearranged, the number of spots for 
parking cars at the outskirts of the pedestrian area should be sufficient, and public 
transportation should be brought into the area, without disturbing the pedestrians. Shops 
also have to adapt to existing buildings. (Heikkilä et al., 1994:14)  
2.4.3 Legal aspects 
Pedestrian streets have been mentioned separately in the Law of Finland since May 2006. 
The Road Traffic Law, Chapter 1, Paragraph 2, Section 6 a) states that a “pedestrian 
street is a street intended for pedestrian or bicycle traffic and is indicated for this use by 
an according traffic sign” (author’s translation). In Chapter 2, about traffic rules, 
Paragraph 33 a) states that motor vehicles are only allowed to use pedestrian streets when 
driving to a property located on the street if no other route has been designated. Parking 
and stopping a motor vehicle on a pedestrian street is not allowed unless this is due to 
maintenance or delivery when these activities are allowed by a traffic sign. The speed 
limit on a pedestrian street is 20 km/h and drivers have to give way to pedestrians. 
(Finland, 2006a) 
 
Since May 2006 a new traffic sign, number 575: ‘Pedestrian street’, can be used (Finland, 
2006b). Before that, pedestrian streets were usually marked with ‘no motor vehicles 
allowed’, ‘forbidden direction’ or ‘pedestrian and bicycle route’ with additional signs 
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 explaining the nature of the pedestrian street and at what time deliveries were allowed 
(Heikkilä et al., 1996:58-59).  
 
 
Figure 7: Left: No cars and no dogs allowed on the pedestrian street in Karis. Right: Ekenäs uses the 
new traffic sign for pedestrian streets. March 2008.  
 
2.4.4 Pedestrianization 
When the question of pedestrianizing a street arises, three parties are involved: the 
municipality, the shops owners, and the property owners. The role of the town as the 
owner of the street is to take the political decision and arrange funding for the project. In 
many cases a pedestrianization is part of a larger scheme for inner-city rehabilitation. The 
municipality usually pays the largest share of the costs of pedestrianizing. Shop owners 
are of course interested in raising their sales. They are more often involved in the 
marketing of the street but rarely participate in construction costs. Property owners want 
to raise the value of their properties and charge higher rents. They are also involved in 
financing the pedestrian street. Property owners and the municipality agree on sharing the 
costs and a pedestrianization is generally done by a joint organization involving all three 
parties. (Heikkilä et al., 1996:106-107)  
 
A questionnaire done in the 1980s given to shop owners with shops on streets in Finland 
that had been pedestrianized (Kävelykatutyöryhmän mietintö, 1984:35-37) gave more 
positive than negative results. Half of the retailers told their sales hade grown because of 
the pedestrianization. One tenth saw their sales decrease. Many shops reported that their 
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 selection had changed and they reported changes in the clientele. Almost half of the shop 
owners thought that customers coming by car were important.  
 
Studies made in Europe in the 1970s and 1980s give mostly positive results. Almost no 
businesses reported reduced sales. Those businesses who suffered from a 
pedestrianization were hardware stores, furniture stores, carpet dealers and department 
stores. These are characterized by selling heavy products. In West Germany businesses 
have reported an increase in sales of about 15–35 %. Pedestrianizations in Great Britain 
and France showed an increase in sales of 5–15 %. (Kävelykatutyöryhmän mietintö, 
1984:37-40). The average amount of money each customer spends does not increase, but 
the overall increase in number of customers logically raises total sales (Santasalo & 
Heusala, 2002:51).   
 
In the same questionnaire (Kävelykatutyöryhmän mietintö, 1984:40) more than 90 % of 
customers were pleased with the pedestrian street and only 1 % had a negative position. 
28 % of the customers came by car to the pedestrian street while the rest came on foot or 
by bike. 45 % thought there were too few parking lots nearby while 37 % were of the 
opposite opinion.  
 
The number of pedestrians on a street after a pedestrianization grows by 20–40 % 
whereas the number of cars on nearby streets is reduced. This is due to drivers choosing 
different routes and alternative modes of transportation. Pedestrian streets also have a 
positive effect on reducing air pollution. (Kävelykatutyöryhmän mietintö, 1984:41) 
Santasalo and Heusala (2002:51) report the increase of pedestrians to be 30–100 %.  
 
In a more recent case study of Kouvola, Finland (Santasalo, 2007:8-9) 85 % of shop 
owners thought the pedestrian street “Manski” was successful or somewhat successful. 
Only 10 % thought it was somewhat unsuccessful. 70 % of respondents experienced that 
their location was more valuable. 60 % of businesses reported a growth in the number of 
customers, but a relatively large proportion, 20 %, reported the opposite. 40 % reported a 
growth in sales after the pedestrianization while 25 % reported a decrease in sales. In a 
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 report on the changes on the commercial structure in Kouvola (Santasalo, 2006) the 
biggest changes were noticed right after the pedestrianization. Different businesses 
moved to places where they better complement each other. The largest change could be 
noticed amongst fashion retailers, which became more concentrated around the 
pedestrian street. In fact, shop owners think that pedestrianizing benefits the customers 
more than it benefits the business (Heikkilä et al., 1996:89).  
 
How much the commercial structure is affected by a pedestrianization depends on the 
situation before pedestrianizing. However, fashion shops, restaurants and specialist 
retailers tend to increase, while banks, insurance companies and post offices withdraw. 
Many shops try to relocate as close to the pedestrian street as possible. (Santasalo & 
Heusala, 2002:51-52)   
2.4.5 The pedestrian as a consumer 
Almost all shopping is done by walking. Exceptions are of course on-line shopping and 
drive-in facilities. Therefore analyzing walking is important when looking into shopping 
behaviour, especially when it comes to pedestrian streets.  
2.4.5.1 The pedestrian 
Walking comes naturally to human beings and the human body is made to walk. Walking 
is however a slow way of moving around with a speed of approximately 1.2 km in 15 
minutes and therefore walking is used mostly for shorter trips. Studies show most walks 
are less than 1.5 km in length and an investigation done in Helsinki showed that the 
average walking distance in the city centre was 460 metres. (Kävelykatutyöryhmän 
mietintö, 1984:9)  
 
Because of the slow speed of walking, it is the most suitable way of moving around 
downtown areas. Since walking is not bound to a certain path pedestrians can quickly 
stroll right at what interests them at the moment. The pedestrian can choose either the 
shortest or the most interesting route. The more safe and pleasant the surrounding 
environment is the longer people are ready to walk. Most traffic accidents with 
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 pedestrians involved occurs in urban areas and especially in old inner-city areas. 
(Kävelykatutyöryhmän mietintö, 1984:9-10)  
 
Aura et al. (1997:112-117) cites Lynch that gives some prerequisites for a successful 
pedestrian route. Firstly, a good route has to be continuous; it has to keep its course. The 
route has to have a starting point and an ending point, because human beings want a route 
that they can perceive as leading somewhere. A good route should also be sectioned. In 
towns this means cross streets and squares that give the pedestrian route a certain rhythm. 
Landmarks work as measuring points and they help the pedestrian concentrate on other 
things than the route itself. The experience of walking is as important as the route and a 
series of spaces. For instance, what the pedestrian experiences when walking down 
narrow alleys and crossing squares in a medieval town makes the experience more 
fascinating and makes the pedestrian wanting to continue walking beyond the next 
corner. Also walking straight lines can be fascinating if there are enough stimuli on the 
way.  
 
 
Figure 8: Pedestrians walking and hanging out on a pedestrian street in Dublin, Ireland. April 2008.  
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 2.4.5.2 Shopping behaviour 
Shopping behaviour on pedestrian streets can vary a great deal depending on the traits of 
the pedestrian street. What pedestrian streets have in common is a way of unplanned 
strolling around – shopping – as opposed to the more rational behaviour of buying 
everyday foodstuff from the local supermarket. The town centre, with cultural and other 
activities, tops up the pedestrian street and attracts people. (Heikkilä et al., 1994:34)  
 
Shopping on pedestrian streets most often excludes daily commodities, like foodstuff, 
and is concentrated on consumer durables. This is a feature that also distinguishes 
pedestrian streets from shopping centres where people often buy daily consumer goods as 
well as consumer durables. In large cities pedestrian streets attract a lot of tourists, which 
affects the commercial structure of the street. (Heikkilä et al., 1994:34)  
 
Factors that affect the number of pedestrians on a shopping street are opening hours, 
consumers’ habits and the supply of shops and services. When looking at changes on a 
daily, weekly and yearly level, mid days and afternoons are the busiest time regardless of 
the day of the week. Mornings are quite sedate, while evenings shows great variance 
between streets; a pedestrian streets with many restaurants is much more vibrant in the 
evening than one with mostly retailers. Weekdays attract more visitors than weekends, 
but again, streets with many restaurants show a higher use during weekend evenings. 
Seasonal differences in visiting pedestrian streets are not very clear. During autumn and 
spring pedestrian streets are somewhat more frequented than during summer and winter, 
but differences are, as said, small. (Heikkilä et al., 1994:34-35; Heikkilä et al., 1996:79) 
 
Surveys on the demographic structure of shoppers in general conclude that, when looking 
at the gender of shoppers, 2 out 3 shoppers are women. Pedestrian streets show a similar 
pattern. On pedestrian streets in Finland 47 % of shoppers were in the working age, while 
22 % were youngsters or students. 16 % were pensioners. Although young people are a 
minority they spend proportionately seen more money on shopping. There are gender 
differences when examining what shoppers buy. Women buy one third more of clothing 
than men do. The amount of money spent on shopping declines faster with the age among 
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 men than among women, with men starting to spend less money after the age of 35. The 
amount spent on books, however, shows that men between the ages of 45–54 spend more 
money than young men, although young women spend the most money on books. Men 
spend significantly more money on drinks and food in restaurants on pedestrian streets 
than do women. Women and older men spend more money on food than on drinks while 
young men aged 18–34 spend more money on drinks. Despite this, clothing is by far the 
most popular commodity bought by all age groups on a pedestrian street, in particular 
among women. (Heikkilä et al., 1996:89-90) 
2.4.6 Commercial structure of pedestrian streets 
In order for a pedestrian street to be successful, a certain commercial structure is needed. 
Pedestrian streets tend to attract certain types of businesses while others are pushed out of 
the street. The physical appearance of a pedestrian street affects its commercial structure.  
2.4.6.1 Commercial requirements  
A diverse and functional commercial structure is vital for an effective pedestrian street. 
There is no certain formula for which functions should be found on a pedestrian street, 
but studies of Scandinavian and Finnish streets provide certain regularities of commercial 
functions that can be pointed out. The busiest pedestrian streets have many small 
specialized shops. The more diverse the shops are the more people visit the street. 
Department stores belong to pedestrian streets but they have a deteriorating effect on the 
section they are located on since there is a long façade with few entrances. Locating 
department stores at the end of the street, like in a classical shopping centre, makes the 
pedestrian street more functional. Shopping centres at pedestrian streets have a positive 
effect if they are well integrated into the overall commercial fabric of the street, enlarging 
the shopping area with indoor facilities. (Heikkilä et al., 1996:32-33) 
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Heikkilä et al. (1996:33) have listed requirements of a successful pedestrian street: 
• Diverse lines of businesses 
• Many functions related to town centres and withdrawal of unpleasant functions 
• Correct locations of the diverse functions 
• Commercial activities concentrated to the pedestrian street and its vicinity 
• Businesses wanting to develop and adapt their supply to the demands of the 
pedestrian street.  
A pedestrian street is naturally more successful if the commercial structure was suitable 
already before pedestrianizing it, while pedestrianizations in towns with a problematic 
commercial structure needs much more time to adapt and this causes problems in the 
beginning.  
 
A special feature of Finnish pedestrian streets is the large number of service related 
businesses compared to the rest of Scandinavia. Also the total number of businesses is 
smaller which makes Finnish streets less attractive than their Scandinavian counterparts. 
(Heikkilä et al., 1996:73) 
 
It has often been claimed that large retailers, hypermarkets in particular, have a 
weakening effect on downtown trade. Although their impact is less severe than feared, 
they have a certain negative effect on the diversity of central city trade. A downtown 
hypermarket takes away the possibility from small retailers to sell cheap lines of products 
and forces some of them out of business. The smaller the town is the larger the 
weakening effect. If the large retailer concentrates more on selling daily consumer goods 
and less on other commodities the effects on specialized trade is less bad. Also out-of-
town large retailers remove some of the purchasing power of downtown trade. (Heikkilä 
et al., 1996:35-37)  
2.4.6.2 Commercial structure and lines of businesses 
The overall commercial structure is fairly similar in Finnish towns and the size of the 
town has the largest impact on the commercial structure. A particularly Finnish attribute 
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is the large proportion of retailing that is done in hypermarkets, department stores and 
shopping centres compared to Western Europe in general. (Heikkilä et al., 1996:68-69)  
 
Centrally located pedestrian streets are almost always busy shopping streets. In some 
large pedestrian districts individual pedestrian streets can have different profiles with 
some being more commercial than others. In such cases, a few streets have for instance 
been specialized in restaurants and cafés. A Scandinavian survey (Heikkilä et al., 
1994:24) from the mid-1990s show that the large majority of businesses on pedestrian 
streets are either retailers or in the restaurant business. All countries in the survey, 
Denmark, Norway and Sweden, had a similar structure of businesses on pedestrian 
streets: 79 % were retailers, 10 % restaurants and cafés and 11 % in another business.  
 
When examining more closely which businesses are located on pedestrian streets, textile, 
clothing, leather and shoe shops are dominating and make up almost 50 % of retailers in 
Scandinavia. These shops are also extremely concentrated to pedestrian streets with 
almost twice as many businesses on pedestrian streets than elsewhere. Likewise, clock 
retailers, goldsmiths and jewellers show a high level of concentration to pedestrian 
streets. These and other specialized retailers make up ⅓ of businesses. Businesses selling 
heavy goods are almost always absent from pedestrian streets. The only hardware stores 
found on pedestrian streets are locksmiths and other specialists. Car dealers are also 
absent while retailers selling domestic appliances are rare and those who are present on 
pedestrian streets are small (Heikkilä et al., 1994:24-25). The average Scandinavian 
pedestrian street had 102 businesses in the mid 1990s (Heikkilä et al., 1996:73) 
 
Finnish pedestrian streets show a slightly different pattern. First of all the average number 
of businesses on pedestrian streets was 45 in the mid-1990s, due to the shorter length of 
pedestrian streets in Finland. Retailers make up only 68 % of businesses compared to the 
Scandinavian average of 79 %, while restaurants are only slightly more common. In 
Finland, other services on the other hand are common on pedestrian streets and make up 
22 % of business – twice as many as in the rest of Scandinavia. This is thought to be 
because of the young age of Finland’s pedestrian streets as well as their short length. This 
 is noticed in the fact that the oldest pedestrian street in Finland in Ekenäs has a more 
Scandinavian commercial structure than younger pedestrian streets. Over time, functions 
that are typical for pedestrian streets will naturally grow in number and uncharacteristic 
functions will decrease. (Heikkilä et al., 1996:73-74) 
 
On average there are one or two department stores on a Scandinavian pedestrian street, 
depending on the size of the town. Shopping centres are also found but they are often 
integrated with the overall function of the pedestrian street. All in all when comparing the 
average commercial structure of Scandinavia to that of Scandinavian pedestrian streets 
one can conclude that: retailers of daily consumer goods and heavy products are more 
common elsewhere than on pedestrian streets, specialist retailers show a more uniform 
division, while clothing and the like is highly concentrated to pedestrian streets. 
Restaurants are a bit more common on non-pedestrian streets. (Heikkilä et al., 1994:24-
25)  
 
 
Figure 9: A two-level pedestrian street with many small shops in Nijmegen, the Netherlands. January 
2008.  
 
Shops offering daily consumer goods are usually not suited for pedestrian streets, 
especially not supermarkets. Specialized providers of daily consumer goods, like bakeries 
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 and kiosks, have, nonetheless, the same pattern of localization than other specialist 
retailers and are found on pedestrian streets. Some specialist suppliers of daily consumer 
goods, like butcher’s and cheese shops, are more likely to locate themselves among other 
similar businesses, in market halls for instance, rather than on pedestrian streets (Heikkilä 
et al., 1994:28-29). Heikkilä et al. (1996:76) have listed some businesses according to 
where they seek their way (Table 1).  
 
Table 1: Businesses listed according to their preferred location (Heikkilä et al., 1996:76) 
Businesses preferring 
pedestrian streets 
Businesses indifferent to the 
location 
Businesses preferring a 
location elsewhere 
clothing fast food home electronics 
restaurants sport shops specialist grocers 
clock shops second-hand shops small supermarkets 
opticians interior design shops kiosks 
photography shops music shops pharmacies 
book shops animal shops flower shops 
shoe shops  hardware stores 
cafés  furniture stores 
textile shops   
department stores   
cosmetics   
gift shops   
bag shops   
sweets and ice cream   
toy shops   
bakeries   
 
The internal commercial structure of pedestrian streets shows that fashion retailers 
dominate. They are concentrated to the most central locations, although they are found all 
along the length of the street. Especially large fashion chains occupy the best spots. Some 
chains also have a few smaller shops on the same street. Although department stores are 
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 outnumbered they are dominant because of their size and length of their façade. They 
have a slight reducing effect on the liveliness of the street but are despite that centrally 
located. Other retailers are more evenly spread out along the pedestrian street. Certain 
functions that do not need a central location are found at the end of the pedestrian area, 
like certain services and office-like businesses. Banks, which are functionally not that 
well suited for pedestrian streets occupy, regardless of this fact, central locations. 
(Heikkilä et al., 1994:30)  
 
The number of restaurants on pedestrian streets depends on the town and the country. 
Sweden has fewer restaurants than its neighbours, while university towns seem to have a 
higher number of restaurants on pedestrian streets. Especially during summer restaurants 
take advantage of the street space and give the pedestrian street a “European feeling”. In 
some towns restaurants have been concentrated to a certain pedestrian street or to a 
certain section. (Heikkilä et al., 1994:32)  
 
 
Figure 10: Restaurants draw people out during evenings. Pedestrian street in Barcelona, Spain, 
February 2008.  
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 3 Methods, materials and limitations 
The main method used to find out the commercial structure of the three chosen cases – 
Ekenäs, Kerava and Pori – is a commercial inventory. After the inventory was done the 
results were classified and turned into numerical data. This data has undergone some 
basic statistical analyses that have been compared to the results of earlier studies 
presented in chapter two of this master’s thesis.  
3.1 Commercial inventory 
The principles of a basic commercial inventory are very simple. It is done by walking 
along a street writing down what businesses are found along that street. The approximate 
location and estimated size of the businesses are drawn onto a map. A more thorough 
commercial inventory would also include checking the exact floor space of each business 
through various methods, but this is awfully time-consuming. For example in this thesis a 
huge department store or hypermarket is counted as one unit as well as a little kiosk. 
Therefore the total floor space could in some cases be interesting to know because it 
reflects the size of commercial floor space. For the purposes of this master’s thesis 
knowing exact floor space is unnecessary and a geographical analysis is sufficient. 
Moreover only ground floor shops have been included into the analysis because they are 
most common and the maps made are only two-dimensional. This method has for 
instance been used by Santasalo and Heusala (2002) as well as Heikkilä et al. (1996). 
Offices have been excluded from the inventory and only retailers and service businesses 
are included. The inventories were carried out in March 2008 and in total the material 
collected includes 615 businesses: 91 in Ekenäs, 128 in Kerava and 396 in Pori. 133 of 
the observations are for pedestrian streets only.  
 
The shopping district is defined similarly to that of the UK census statistics, i.e. 
commercial floor space compared to total floor space. In practice, because of the method 
used in this master’s thesis, the definition is based on the amount of shop windows per 
façade length. The shopping district is defined as where more than 30–50 % of the 
ground floor of a building’s façade is occupied by a shop. At the same time distances 
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between shops, traffic and pedestrian flows are taken into account. Therefore the 
shopping district must be more or less contiguous when it comes to shopping functions.  
 
The inventory produces two kinds of results: a map of the commercial structure and 
numerical data of the same. The results on the map as well as the numerical data have 
been classified in order to make the outcome easier to interpret. The next section explains 
how the material has been classified.  
 
Apart from the commercial inventory done for this master’s thesis, Tuomas Santasalo Ky 
(2008) was kind enough to share their results from commercial inventories of pedestrian 
streets. The database in question contains 412 observations from pedestrian streets in 
Jyväskylä, Jakobstad, Lappeenranta, Oulu, Kouvola and Helsinki and they have been 
collected between 1999 and 2008. This information has been used to compare the results 
of this thesis. The methods used for collecting and categorizing the information of this 
database are essentially the same as those used in this thesis.  
3.2 Classification 
The material has been classified into categories the same way as Santasalo and Heusala 
(2002) has done. In order to make the materials comparable the same colour coding is 
used as well for the maps. The businesses recognized in the inventory were classified in 
the following categories: 
 
• Daily consumer goods (green) 
• Department store or other large range retailers (dark blue) 
• Clothing and shoes (red) 
• Textile and bags/suitcases (pink) 
• Interior design and furniture (orange) 
• Hardware and spare parts (dark grey) 
• Other specialist retailers (light blue) 
• Restaurants and cafés (yellow) 
• Second-hand and other used products (grey) 
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• Banking, insurance and real estate (purple) 
• Other services (blue) 
• Empty shop (white) 
 
In order to clarify the classification and to explain which kind of shops fall under what 
category a few of them are explained. Daily consumer goods are usually sold by 
supermarkets. At pedestrian streets kiosks that offer a small range of these products are 
often found and they have been classified into this category as well. Specialized shops 
selling only a specific range of daily consumer products have been classified as other 
specialist retailers. Department stores, hypermarkets and other retailers offering a large 
range of products have been put into their own category. The category of hardware and 
spare parts includes, apart from the obvious, also specialists like locksmiths. A very large 
number of retailers fall under other specialist retailers. This category includes opticians, 
book shops, flower shops, jewellers, photography, music stores and various other 
specialist shops. Restaurant and cafés include everything from regular restaurants and 
cafés to fast food and pubs. Other services include hairdressing, beauty salons, and other 
service oriented businesses to which a shop window is important.  
3.3 Statistical analysis 
The results of the commercial inventory have been analyzed by basic statistical methods. 
The classified material has been summed up and put into three categories in order to have 
comparable numbers. Firstly, the shops along the pedestrian street have been summed 
up within their respective categories. The same thing has been done with the shops 
outside the pedestrian street but within the shopping district. A problem that arose was 
shopping centres that were found in two of the case towns. The shopping centres are 
located along the pedestrian street but most of the shops are found inside the shopping 
centre with only some of the shops having an entrance towards the street. Therefore 
shopping centres have been separately analyzed as a third grouping. This means that 
those shops that are located in a shopping centre with an entrance towards the pedestrian 
street have been double counted for both categories. In practice this concerns 12 shops in 
Pori. Another reason for having shopping centres as a separate group is that they are very 
 different from regular streets and also cannot, in all cases, be seen as a complete part of 
the pedestrian street.  
 
Further on, during the inventory, shops were checked weather they belonged to a chain or 
represented a nationally or internationally recognizable brand. This was simply based on 
the brand or chain symbols visible in the shop window and the actual status of the shops 
was disregarded, i.e. whether the shops were privately owned, a franchise or owned by a 
chain. The results were similarly summed up for pedestrian streets, shopping centres and 
other locations.  
 
In the inventories done by Heikkilä et al. (1994 and 1996) the results were summarized 
by three categories: retailers, restaurants and other services. This has also been calculated 
for the results of the three case towns and the figures are compared to Heikkilä’s et al. 
results. Here retailers include all retailing activities ranging from department stores to 
opticians. Restaurants include all eating and drinking facilities, i.e. regular restaurants, 
cafés, fast food joints, pubs and night clubs. Other services include all other services 
outside the category ‘restaurants’, like hair dressers, banks, real estate agencies and 
beauty salons.  
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 4 Presentation of the cases 
In order to answer the research questions, three pedestrian streets in three towns in 
Finland have been analyzed. The towns have been chosen to represent towns and market 
areas of different sizes situated in different regions. Of course all of them have a well 
functioning pedestrian street that has been in use for more than 20 years. In the following 
sections the context of the pedestrian streets as well as the streets themselves are 
presented. The historical context of the towns is presented as history can have had an 
impact on today’s commercial situation. The towns chosen are: Ekenäs, a little town 
located in the southwest of Finland; Kerava, a town with a suburban profile located 30 
km from the capital Helsinki; and Pori, a regional centre on the west coast.  
 
Ekenäs and Pori were chosen as an example because they both are in the top of the local 
commercial hierarchy. They have, however, significant differences in size and therefore a 
comparison is interesting in order to see what similarities and differences are caused by 
the size of the town. Kerava was chosen because it does not lie at the top of the local 
commercial hierarchy. Therefore the effects of a stronger commercial centre nearby can 
be studied in the case of Kerava.  
4.1 Ekenäs 
Ekenäs is a little coastal town with 14,700 inhabitants located in south-western Finland. It 
is situated on a cape in the Pojoviken fjord that stretches 20 km inlands. Ekenäs has a 
railway connection with its neighbouring towns, Hanko and Karis, and main road 
connections to all directions except towards the sea. To the south of the town lies a large 
archipelago with thousands of islands where almost 5,000 summer cottages are built. 
They make the population just about double during summer. Nowadays the municipality 
of Ekenäs covers quite a large area, 721 km², as a result of several municipal mergers. In 
2009 Ekenäs, Karis and Pohja will merge into a new municipality called Raseborg. 
(Town of Ekenäs, 2008a; 2008b) 
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 The waters around Ekenäs are rich in fish and it is probable that the cape where the 
current town is situated was used for fish trade. Later on the place was used as a port by 
trading ships sailing the Gulf of Finland. The town was founded in 1527 and got its town 
charter in 1546 by the Swedish king Gustavus Vasa. Right after its foundation the town 
experienced its days of glory when it was a royal administrational town for the 
surrounding region. Originally the town covered the cape that is today known as the old 
town. It was not until the 19th century that the town expanded towards the northeast. One 
reason for this expansion was the opening of the railway in the 1870s. Then Kungsgatan 
became one of the main roads leading from the old town to the railway station. Other 
traffic still used the old main road to the east and the new bridge in the west opened 
access across the Pojoviken fjord separating Ekenäs from the Hanko peninsula. These 
road connections are perpendicular to Kungsgatan. (Reuter, 1931:38-46) 
 
Ekenäs has undergone a lot less change than many other Finnish towns during the 20th 
century. This is due to the fact that Ekenäs never became an industrial town and 
migration to the town has remained modest compared to the fast urbanisation in many 
other towns. In 1930 the population was 3,200 and 50 years later 6,600. The town grew 
most rapidly after World War II and the built up area was tripled during 1950-1980. Still, 
the growth mostly happened within the old municipality borders. Today the population is 
14,700, but this figure is not comparable since there have been municipal mergers in 
1977 and 1993. Due to the relatively slow urban growth and low level of 
industrialization, migration has been mostly local, which is proved by the relative number 
of Swedish speakers that has changed very little from 85 % of the population in 1930 to 
82 % today. Take the neighbouring town Hanko as an example. Hanko experienced a fast 
industrialization and the population grew from 700 inhabitants in 1880 to 9,500 
inhabitants in 1970. The relative number of Swedish speakers declined from 76 % in 
1930 to 56 % in 1970 – a sign of migration from all over Finland (Cederlöf, 1993:13-30; 
Town of Ekenäs, 2008a).  
 
Traditionally, trade in Ekenäs, in modern terms retailing, was taking place on the market 
square (town hall square) and in the fish harbour. It was not until the beginning of the 
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 20th century that trading on the market square got more popular among fishermen too. 
Indoor trading occurred in the buildings facing the market square where the ground floors 
were dedicated to shops. However, the newly built railway line changed retailing patterns 
in Ekenäs when Kungsgatan became the high street beginning from the 1870s, a position 
that the street holds still today. In 1930 up to 30 shops were noted along Kungsgatan 
(Reuter, 1931:358-378), a number that remains quite the same today.  
4.1.1 Kungsgatan 
Today Kungsgatan (King’s Street) is the pedestrian street in Ekenäs and it is of the type 
single street. It begins at the town hall square and continues 230 meters towards, but not 
up to, the railway station. The square itself is not integrated with the pedestrian area. The 
shopping district is located around Kungsgatan and does not extend much farther than a 
few blocks from the pedestrian street (Heikkilä et al. 1996:126). The old town with its 
medieval street pattern and one- to two-storey wooden buildings from the 18th and 19th 
centuries is found south of Kungsgatan. The area around the pedestrian street is a mixture 
of 19th century wooden buildings and 20th century two- or three-storey buildings. Most of 
the buildings are residential apart from the blocks around Kungsgatan that houses mostly 
different types of businesses.  
 
 
Figure 11: A view over Kungsgatan. March 2008.  
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Before being pedestrianized in 1966, Kungsgatan formed a one-way street pair with the 
parallel Drottninggatan. Then, in 1966, 1,500 citizens signed a petition demanding car 
traffic to be banned from the narrow Kungsgatan; the street is only between 6 and 9 
metres wide. The street was a busy commercial street before being pedestrianized, 
although it never was part of thoroughfare routes and the roads leading out of Ekenäs are 
almost perpendicular to Kungsgatan. The street is however an important route from the 
railway station towards the old town (Heikkilä et al. 1996:126).  
 
Kungsgatan is very much a regular street; there are no benches, plants or pieces of art, 
due to its narrowness. The street paving is different from other streets with cement stones 
in a reddish shade. The cement stones give a slightly unworthy impression to the 
historical environment. Parking is arranged at both ends of Kungsgatan and in the middle 
one block away next to a supermarket. The southern parking is arranged on the town hall 
square, except on market days when the square is cleared from cars and market stalls take 
over. Kungsgatan has one crossing street where cars are allowed and this junction has 
been equipped with speed bumps. Parking is also allowed next to the regular streets and 
is for free. Municipal services are located elsewhere except for a few offices in the old 
town hall building, and only the tourist information is found on the pedestrian street.  
4.2 Kerava  
Kerava is a town with 32,300 inhabitants located 30 km north of the capital Helsinki. The 
town has good connections southwards to Helsinki and northwards; there are both 
frequent train connections and a motorway. Kerava has a suburban character and is 
tightly integrated into the Helsinki metropolitan area with over one million inhabitants. 
Only 33 % of the workforce works in Kerava and more than half of the workforce are 
employed in the Helsinki capital area. Physically the size of the municipality is tiny and it 
covers only 31 km². (Town of Kerava, 2008a; 2008b) 
 
Kerava as a town came into being in many ways because of Finland’s first railway line 
from Helsinki to Hämeenlinna, opened in 1862. Before that Kerava was just another rural 
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 area within Tuusula parish. A small urban area formed around Kerava railway station that 
grew in importance in 1874 when the railway line to Porvoo was built from Kerava. It 
was especially industries that were established in Kerava and attracted workers to the 
area. In 1920 the population of Kerava was 2,200 or one fourth of the population of 
Tuusula parish. Therefore it was considered possible for Kerava to form an independent 
municipality and in 1924 Kerava was declared a market town. (Rosenberg, 2000:1-15)  
 
The population of Kerava did not grow very fast during its first years as an independent 
municipality due to a general economical downturn and a lessened need for new workers 
in the industries located in the area. In 1940 the population had reached 5,000 and 80 % 
of the population growth was due to migration. After World War II the population of 
Kerava grew significantly. In 1970 the population had reached 14,300 and shortly 
afterwards the railway was electrified and commuter train connections to Helsinki 
became more frequent. This fact and the cheaper price of housing in Kerava than in 
Helsinki brought more than 10,000 inhabitants in ten years to the town. More than half of 
the new inhabitants came from the Helsinki capital region. (Rosenberg, 2000:16-30) 
 
The commercial development of Kerava began in the 1920s as Kerava became the 
biggest urban area within Tuusula parish and functioned as the centre for the surrounding 
rural areas. In 1926 more than 30 shops were noted in Kerava, a number that was too 
high for the size of the population and competition was fierce. The number therefore 
dropped to 20 in 1930 but had reached 60 in 1940 thanks to population growth. The 
commercial centre was originally located east of the railway, but due to the opening of an 
overpass in 1924 the western side got more attractive because this was were the customer 
flows were directed by the new overpass. After World War II the rationalization of 
retailing also affected Kerava. Supermarkets took over daily consumer goods and other 
retailers had to modernize. The population growth however made an expansion possible: 
the number of retailers in Kerava grew from 73 in 1953 to 145 in 1986. A survey from 
1988 found out that the area attracting shoppers to Kerava had 82,000 inhabitants. On the 
other hand the closeness of Helsinki, where many people from Kerava work, takes its 
share of the purchasing power of Kerava. The town is, however, self sufficient when it 
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 comes to retailing. A new page in the history of retailing in Kerava was opened in the 
1970s when a part of Tuusulantie was turned into the pedestrian street Kauppakaari. 
(Rosenberg, 2000:122-148) 
4.2.1 Kauppakaari 
The matching name for Kerava’s pedestrian street is Kauppakaari (Commerce Arc). It 
begins at the railway station and is connected to the passenger platforms through a 
pedestrian underpass. The street continues through the shopping district and ends in a 
residential area where it continues as a pedestrian route. The overall type is mostly single 
street, but there are a few narrow pedestrianized cross-streets.  
 
Kauppakaari was first begun in the late 1970s and early 1980s when the first section was 
opened and town centre traffic was rearranged. Since then, the pedestrian district has 
been gradually expanded during 15 years. The first new shop that opened on the new 
street was a small department store in 1971. Since then almost all old buildings have been 
demolished and replaced by large commercial buildings. The very same department store 
was demolished in 1990 and replaced by a bigger one, which can be seen as typical of the 
commercial and townscape development in Kerava. Smaller shops have got space in 
specific commercial buildings that are specialized in renting smaller commercial spaces, 
like the small shopping centre Aleksintori, opened in 1989 (Rosenberg, 2000:144-148).  
In 1987 the eastern side of the town, on the other side of the railway, was connected to 
the pedestrian district through an underpass. The complete pedestrian street was 
inaugurated in 1995. Previously Kauppakaari was the town thoroughfare and the 
construction of a ring street a few blocks south of Kauppakaari made the 
pedestrianization possible. The street was also renamed and got its present name 
Kauppakaari at this time. (Heikkilä et al. 1996)  
 
The length of Kauppakaari is 530 metres and it is very wide for a pedestrian street, 20–22 
metres and the space has therefore been reduced by plantings, benches and other 
obstacles. Kauppakaari winds in an irregular pattern with wider and narrower parts and 
the street itself curves both to the right and to the left. The buildings around Kauppakaari 
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 are entirely from the period after World War II, the oldest being built in the 1950s and 
most buildings dating from the 1970s and 1980s (Igglo, 2008). Many of the buildings are 
built irregularly regarding the street space, which makes the streetscape opening up and 
narrowing down and this causes some confusion of the actual main direction of the street. 
The buildings are low with primarily only two floors. Since most buildings date from the 
1970s the pedestrian street differs from many older streets in other towns. The buildings 
are built for commercial purposes and many are extensive compared to the surface 
residential buildings usually take up and covers one whole block. Car parks have been 
built in the largest commercial buildings. The general appearance of the street can be 
termed dull suburban.  
 
 
Figure 12: The width of Kauppakaari has been reduced by trees and plantings in concrete boxes. 
March 2008.   
 
The shopping district lies mostly around the pedestrianized areas with an extension 
northwards along Paasikivenkatu. Although being easily reachable by train and buses 
Kerava’s pedestrian street is even more reachable by car; there are no less than seven 
indoor car parks and three large outdoor parking areas. Four of the car parks are built in 
connection with a supermarket or a hypermarket. Parking is for free, but usually limited 
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 to a few hours. One street with car traffic allowed crosses Kauppakaari. Many bus lines 
pass here and the bus stops are busy. In order to make the junction safer it has been 
narrowed, has a different paving and has speed bumps. Kauppakaari has two 
supermarkets and one hypermarket located at it. Another hypermarket, that opened as 
recently as November 2007 (K-kauppiasliitto, 2008), is located a stone’s throw from the 
main pedestrian area. These four large retailers have a significant impact on both the 
feeling and the commercial possibilities of other businesses in the shopping district.  
4.3 Pori 
Pori is coastal town with 76,000 inhabitants located on the Finnish west coast at the 
mouth of Kokemäenjoki River. 140,000 persons live in the urban area and the town is the 
regional centre of Satakunta with the closest town of a similar size over 130 km away. 
The town has an important harbour and a railway connection with Tampere as well as 
main roads leading to five directions. The municipality covers 503 km². (City of Pori, 
2008) 
 
The river valley of Kokemäenjoki, as well as the coastline, has been important routes of 
trade for more than a thousand years. The predecessor of Pori, Ulvila, was granted town 
charter in 1365 by the Swedish king. Ulvila was an important town coordinating trade 
from the hinterland over the Baltic Sea towards Stockholm, Tallinn and other Hanseatic 
towns (Jaakkola, 1958). One problem for the coastal areas of Satakunta is the elevation of 
the land, currently running at 6 cm per decade (Merentutkimuslaitos, 2008) and therefore 
the coastline moves slightly westwards decade by decade. For this reason and also 
because of better possibilities for fortifications the Swedish king John III ordered Ulvila 
to be moved closer to the sea and Pori (Björneborg in Swedish) was founded and granted 
the right of free trade in 1558. A big setback for Pori was the withdrawal of the staple 
rights in 1638 which meant that Pori was not allowed to carry out international trade any 
more. This made Pori an insignificant regional town having problems with the sea getting 
shallower each year. Because of this the harbour had to be moved further out towards the 
sea in the 1650s and then again in the 1770s. The staple rights were regained in 1766.  
Pori had around 300–500 inhabitants during the 17th century (Jokipii, 1958). 
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After the great fire of 1801 there were plans to move Pori to the seashore, but instead the 
town got a new town plan that completely rearranged the streets into a grid street pattern. 
Another town plan was developed after the fire of 1852; streets were widened, two 
perpendicular avenues were built and new squares were cleared. At the same time the 
merchant fleet was losing ground and industrialization took over. Pori was connected to 
the railway network in 1895 and the railway was later extended to Mäntyluoto harbour. 
The population of Pori grew from 2,500 in 1810 to 6,200 in 1850 and further on to 
15,000 in 1900. By 1940 the population had reached 22,600. Pori’s population grew 
slower than in many other Finnish towns during the 19th century. 62 % of the population 
growth 1901–1940 came from migration. (Saarinen, 1972) 
 
Pori has been very active when it comes to pedestrianization. The pedestrian street, one 
of the oldest in Finland, opened in 1977. In 1994 Pori signed the Ålborg charter together 
with other European towns where they stated, among other things, that they will work for 
a more sustainable future reducing unnecessary vehicle traffic. In the same year a plan 
called Promenadi-Pori (Promenade Pori) was accepted by the town council. The plan 
aimed at improving the central areas of Pori and creating a north-south pedestrian axis by 
the year 2000. For the pedestrian street Promenadi-Pori meant opening up shops towards 
the street, renovating buildings, keeping the surroundings clean and improving 
cooperation with all parties involved (Promenadi-Pori, 1994). Cooperation is done by the 
Promenadi-Pori Association, which aims at revitalizing the central shopping district by 
coordinating shop owners, the public, property owners and town authorities. The 
association has the right to grant permission for various happenings on the pedestrian 
street, something that is usually done by town authorities in other towns (Promenadi-Pori 
ry, 2008).  
4.3.1 Yrjönkatu 
Pori was one of the first towns in Finland to pedestrianize a street. Yrjönkatu (George 
Street) is centrally located within the grid street pattern of the town. The pedestrian street 
is of the type main street/cross street and is made up of 390 metres of Yrjönkatu and 130 
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 metres of a perpendicular avenue lined with trees, named Itäpuisto. The pedestrian area 
begins in the south at the street defined as part of the central ring street and ends at the 
market square that has been integrated with the pedestrian area. Yrjönkatu is 18 metres 
wide. (Heikkilä et al. 1996) Yrjönkatu is located within the town structure as one of the 
routes leading from the railway station, passing the bus station, to the market square and 
continuing beyond the bridges over Kokemäenjoki River.  
 
The buildings along Yrjönkatu are all built during the 20th century, with most buildings 
dating from the period after World War II. The buildings are city-like with up to eight 
floors but most buildings are four to five floors tall. The tallest buildings are found 
around the market square, which is a rather big empty space next to the pedestrian street. 
The perpendicular avenue Itäpuisto has been pedestrianized one block on both sides of 
Yrjönkatu. This wide street is used for different kinds of events and has a stage as well as 
outdoor cafés. There are no municipal buildings around Yrjönkatu, and both the city 
library and the city hall are located a few blocks away.  
 
 
Figure 13: The tree lined avenue Itäpuisto seen from the crossing with Yrjönkatu. March 2008.  
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 There is one department store and one market hall with many small stands along 
Yrjönkatu. In the same building as the department store a supermarket is found. Two 
other supermarkets are located only o a few blocks away. There are two shopping centres 
along the pedestrian street and a third one just across the street where the pedestrian area 
ends. The first shopping centre is built in 1972 (Pori-tieto, 2008a) and hosts many small 
shops that are mostly independent. The other shopping centre is a typically modern one, 
built in 1991 and expanded to cover all of the block in 2001 (Pori-tieto, 2008b), where 
most shops belong to a chain and the majority of retailers sell fashion. The third shopping 
centre is built in 1989 and boasts a striking architecture (Pori-tieto, 2008c). It lies a bit off 
the main customer flows and hosts some restaurants and cafés, banks, and a few 
independent retailers. The source for the years of construction of the above shopping 
centres is wiki-based and therefore not 100 % reliable, but still indicative enough for this 
purpose.  
 
Pori is a relatively large town and functions as the centre of a vast rural area. Therefore 
the shopping district is quite extensive. Thanks to the grid street pattern the shopping 
district can easily be described as seven blocks long and four blocks wide. The highest 
density of shops is found around Yrjönkatu and the parallel Antinkatu and on their cross 
streets. Also the avenues Eteläpuisto and Pohjoispuisto seem to form a small shopping 
district themselves boasting more services and small specialist shops than regular 
retailers.  
 
Parking is arranged on four large open air parking lots located two blocks east of 
Yrjönkatu. There are also car parks on the roofs of many of the commercial buildings; in 
total there are six of such car parks. Besides these, parking is allowed next to the streets 
and has to be paid for. Biking is popular in Pori and also on the pedestrian street. In a 
counting done in June 1994 400 bicycles were parked on the street (Heikkilä et al., 1996) 
and also during winter up to a hundred bikes can be found on Yrjönkatu. This proves that 
climate is not a definite obstacle for a pedestrian street. Local bus traffic leaves from the 
market square which has a small bus terminal and more than half of the town’s local bus 
lines pass the market square.  
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 5 Results 
The results will be presented in the following chapter. Then, in the last chapter of the 
master’s thesis conclusions will be drawn based on the findings and the background 
theories. Firstly the results in general will be presented and compared with earlier studies. 
Then the results will be examined case specifically because the local setting has a 
noteworthy impact on the results and local factors need some explanations.  
5.1 Case averages and the results compared  
All three case pedestrian streets show highly diverging figures. This was also the purpose 
of the master’s thesis, choosing towns with very different commercial structures and 
varying factors impacting on the businesses. The combined results from the three cases 
compared to each other will follow in Table 2: 
 
Table 2: The commercial structure of Kungsgatan, Kauppakaari, Yrjönkatu and their average. 
 Kungsgatan Kauppakaari Yrjönkatu 3 cases average 
Retailers 81.3 % 56.3 % 62.5 % 64.8 % 
Restaurants 3.1 % 14.6 % 20.8 % 14.1 % 
Other services 15.6 % 29.2 % 16.7 % 21.1 % 
Number of shops 33 50 50 44.3 
 
As seen, there are clear differences between the streets. Kungsgatan can be called a 
Scandinavian one with a very high number of retailers, more than 80 %. The number of 
restaurants is strikingly low. Both Kauppakaari and Yrjönkatu have a relatively low 
number of retailers, with Kauppakaari having a stunningly low figure. Yrjönkatu has a 
higher number of restaurants, one fifth of all businesses, while Kauppakaari is more 
dominated by other services, making up 29 % of the businesses. None of the streets are 
very close to the average. The number of shops of course vary according to the length of 
the street, with 33 for the 230-metre-long Kungsgatan, 50 for the 530-metre-long 
Kauppakaari and its cross streets and 50 as well for the 520-metre-long Yrjönkatu and 
Itäpuisto.  
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 As was the original assumption, pedestrian streets do have more retailers compared to 
other locations within the same shopping district. The result is very clear with a more 
than 15 % difference. The other assumption was that restaurants would show an even 
distribution. Actually, the truth is not that far away with other locations showing a four 
percent higher share than pedestrian streets. Finally, the third assumption was that other 
services would be more common in other locations, a fact that the results easily prove. 
Table 3 shows the exact numbers.  
 
Table 3: The average commercial structure of Ekenäs, Kerava and Pori.   
 Pedestrian street Shopping centre Other location 
Retailers 64.8 % 68.5 % 48.5 % 
Restaurants 14.1 % 14.8 % 18.6 % 
Other services 21.1 % 16.7 % 32.9 % 
Number of shops 44.8 56.5 127.0 
 
Shopping centres impact especially on the number of retailers, in particular on Yrjönkatu 
where one shopping centre has lured many retailers from the pedestrian street. Of course 
shopping centres have very different commercial profiles with some dominated more by 
retailers and others by restaurants. However, shopping centres and pedestrian streets 
show some quite similar results when comparing all three cases. Shopping centres only 
have a slightly higher number of retailers on the expense of other services, while the 
share of restaurants lingers around the same figure 
 
The other main research question was whether chain stores and shops representing a 
national or international brand are more present on pedestrian streets than on other 
adjacent streets. Two assumptions were made: there will be more chain stores on 
pedestrian streets and there will be more chain stores in bigger towns. The results in 
Table 4 are ambiguous : 
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 Table 4: The share of shops representing a chain or a national or international brand in shopping 
districts 
 Ekenäs Kerava Pori 
Pedestrian street 31.3 % 50.0 % 39.6 % 
Shopping centres n/a 47.4 % 45.7 % 
Other location 31.6 % 32.4 % 18.4 % 
 
Based on the three cases it seems that in large towns chain stores are more common on 
pedestrian streets, while the results from Ekenäs shows that chains seem, in general, to be 
indifferent to this factor. The results from Kerava and Pori seem quite clear and there 
chain stores are indeed more common on the pedestrian streets. The assumption that 
chain stores are more frequent on pedestrian streets in large towns seems to be false when 
it comes to the three case streets examined.  Kerava shows a very high level of chain 
stores, where one in two businesses belong to a chain. Then again, the share in big Pori 
stays in between that of little Ekenäs and Kerava. Interestingly, the share of chain stores 
in shopping centres seems to be similar in both towns. The results are unclear and cannot 
be finally determined without further examining the situation in other towns to get a more 
extensive research material.  
 
Heikkilä et al. presented a table of businesses according to their preferred location (Table 
1). The results in Table 5 mostly confirm those of Heikkilä’s et al. table. The results show 
some divergence when it comes to restaurants, which are more common in other 
locations as opposite of Table 1. Also the results for some businesses that were supposed 
to be indifferent to their location seem to be, in fact, more common on pedestrian streets, 
for example interior design, while second-hand and other used products give the opposite 
result. Of course Heikkilä’s et al. table is more exact than Table 5 and therefore Table 5 
contains some categories that includes shops with different patterns of location, 
especially the category other specialist retailers, that include pedestrian street oriented 
businesses like book shops and opticians as well as shops seeking their location 
elsewhere like flower shops and pharmacies. If this category would be split up the results 
for various businesses would vary. 
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 Table 5: Ranges of businesses for all three shopping districts examined according to location.  
 Pedestrian streets Shopping centres Other locations 
 % number % number % number 
Daily consumer goods 2.3 % 3 0.0 % 0 3.4 % 13 
Department store or other  
   large range retailers 2.3 % 3 1.8 % 2 0.0 % 0 
Clothing and shoes 19.5 % 26 29.2 % 33 4.7 % 18 
Textile and bags/suitcases 2.3 % 3 2.7 % 3 1.3 % 5 
Interior design and furniture 6.8 % 9 3.5 % 4 5.5 % 21 
Hardware and spare parts 0.8 % 1 0.0 % 0 1.0 % 4 
Other specialist retailers 28.6 % 38 27.4 % 31 28.3 % 108 
Restaurants and cafés 13.5 % 18 14.2 % 16 18.1 % 69 
Second-hand and other  
    used products 0.0 % 0 0.9 % 1 2.9 % 11 
Banking, insurance and  
    real estate 9.8 % 13 3.5 % 4 9.4 % 36 
Other services 10.5 % 14 12.4 % 14 22.6 % 86 
Empty shop 3.8 % 5 4.4 % 5 2.6 % 10 
Total 100 % 133 100 % 113 100 % 381 
 
The most evident result is for the category clothing and shoes that are very strongly 
located to pedestrian streets as well as shopping centres, with a 20 % and 29 % share 
respectively versus only 5 % for other locations. Conspicuously, the category ‘banking, 
insurance and real estate’ has similar shares on both pedestrian streets as well as other 
streets while these businesses are more absent from shopping centres. Department stores 
and other large range retailers are of course more common on pedestrian streets and in 
shopping centres, and are in fact completely absent from other locations in the three 
towns examined.  
 
A comparison of the ranges of businesses present on the pedestrian streets in the three 
case towns examined compared to the average results for Finland shows that in general 
the differences are small. As Table 6 indicates the only significant differences can be 
observed for interior design; restaurants; and banking, insurance and real estate.  
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 Table 6: Ranges of businesses for the three cases compared to the Finnish average (Tuomas 
Santasalo Ky, 2008). The three cases are included in the result for all of Finland.   
 3 cases Finland 1999-2008 
 % number % number 
Daily consumer goods 2,3 % 3 3,1 % 17 
Department store or other large 
    range retailers 2,3 % 3 1,5 % 8 
Clothing and shoes 19,5 % 26 21,8 % 119 
Textile and bags/suitcases 2,3 % 3 2,4 % 13 
Interior design and furniture 6,8 % 9 3,5 % 19 
Hardware and spare parts 0,8 % 1 0,9 % 5 
Other specialist retailers 28,6 % 38 29,4 % 160 
Restaurants and cafés 13,5 % 18 18,9 % 103 
Second-hand and other used 
    products 0,0 % 0 0,9 % 5 
Banking, insurance and real estate 9,8 % 13 6,4 % 35 
Other services 10,5 % 14 9,2 % 50 
Empty shop 3,8 % 5 2,0 % 11 
Total 100,0 % 133 100,0 % 545 
 
Of course local results vary quite a bit and these will soon be presented in more detail. 
Before that, an analysis of historical changes in the commercial structure of pedestrian 
streets will follow.  
5.2 Changes in commercial structure over time 
In this section we will compare the results from the commercial inventory of the three 
cases with the results of Heikkilä et al. (1996:73) from Scandinavia and Finland and to 
that of Tuomas Santasalo Ky (2008). The first one is from 1994 and the second collected 
between 1999 and 2008. These inventories covered only pedestrian streets and therefore 
only the results of the pedestrian streets from the cases can be compared. The results are 
as follows in Table 7: 
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 Table 7: The distribution of businesses on pedestrian streets in Scandinavia, Finland, and the 
average of the three cases of this master’s thesis (Heikkilä et al., 1996; Tuomas Santasalo Ky, 2008).  
 Scandinavia 1994 Finland 1994 Finland 1999-2008 3 cases average 
Retailers 78.5 % 65.2 % 64.8 % 64.8 % 
Restaurants 10.5 % 12.5 % 19.3 % 14.1 % 
Other services 11.0 % 22.2 % 15.9 % 21.1 % 
Number of shops 102.3 44.6 54.5 44.3 
 
Basically the results show that there have been some changes since the commercial 
inventory done in 1994, but less so when it comes to the three cases studied: Kungsgatan, 
Kauppakaari and Yrjönkatu. The results overthrow the assumption that the situation 
would have changed to a more Scandinavian one since Heikkilä’s et al. (1996) inventory. 
In fact retailing remains at the same level and restaurants have increased their share on 
the expense of other services. This is especially clear when looking at the more recent 
results covering all of Finland and less clear for the three case towns. As it seems, 
restaurants have increased their share dramatically over 10 years and somewhat 
surprisingly retailing has stayed unchanged. One should bear in mind that the inventory 
for this thesis in total only included 133 businesses, while Heikkilä’s material included 
530 businesses and Tuomas Santasalo Ky’s (2008) 545 observations (including the three 
cases of this master’s thesis). Finnish pedestrian streets remain short with a low number 
of shops compared to the situation in Scandinavia in 1994 although there is an increase of 
10 shops. The pedestrian streets examined for this thesis are obviously shorter than the 
average.  
5.3 Results in Ekenäs 
As concluded earlier, Ekenäs is a small town with a very high number of retailers located 
on its pedestrian street, Kungsgatan, compared to the two other case towns. Ekenäs 
supports the assumptions made earlier that retailers are more present on pedestrian streets 
and other services vice versa. As seen below (Table 8), the results for restaurants do not 
support the theory of being evenly spread out over the shopping district. What makes 
Ekenäs very different from the two other case towns is the high number of retailers both 
on Kungsgatan and outside Kungsgatan and the overall low number of other services.  
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 Table 8: The commercial structure of the shopping district in Ekenäs 
 Kungsgatan Other location 
Retailers 81.3 % 49.1 % 
Restaurants 3.1 % 17.5 % 
Other services 15.6 % 33.3 % 
 
From the results gained (Table 9) two very dominant categories of businesses on 
Kungsgatan can be noted: clothing and shoes, and other specialist retailers. In the rest of 
the shopping district three categories stand out: other specialist retailers; restaurants; and 
banking, insurance and real estate. The results are quite following the list of Heikkilä et 
al. (1996) (Table 1) with clothing and shoes, and other specialist retailers (opticians, 
clock shops, etc.) more dominant on the pedestrian street and daily consumer goods; 
interior design; restaurants and cafés; second-hand shops; banking, insurance and real 
estate; and other services more frequent outside the pedestrian area. Of these, interior 
design was supposed to be indifferent to their location and other specialist retailers 
includes many businesses preferring a location outside pedestrian areas, e.g. flower 
shops, and home electronics.  
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 Table 9: Ranges of businesses present in the shopping district in Ekenäs 
 Kungsgatan Other location 
 % number % number 
Daily consumer goods 0.0 % 0 3.4 % 2 
Department store or other large 
    range retailers 0.0 % 0 0.0 % 0 
Clothing and shoes 36.4 % 12 1.7 % 1 
Textile and bags/suitcases 0.0 % 0 1.7 % 1 
Interior design and furniture 3.0 % 1 10.3 % 6 
Hardware and spare parts 3.0 % 1 0.0 % 0 
Other specialist retailers 36.4 % 12 27.6 % 16 
Restaurants and cafés 3.0 % 1 17.2 % 10 
Second-hand and other used 
    products 0.0 % 0 3.4 % 2 
Banking, insurance and real estate 6.1 % 2 19.0 % 11 
Other services 9.1 % 3 13.8 % 8 
Empty shop 3.0 % 1 1.7 % 1 
Total 100.0 % 33 100.0 % 58 
 
When looking at the map showing the results (Figure 15) some conclusions can be drawn 
from the locations of the various businesses. What is striking in Ekenäs is that all clothing 
and shoe shops except one are located on Kungsgatan. Here the effect of the pedestrian 
street is clearly visible. According to Heikkilä et al. (1996:76) clothing makes up one 
quarter of the shops on pedestrian streets, on Kungsgatan this share is more than one 
third. Banking and insurance is spread out all over the town, but is slightly more 
concentrated to the northern parts of the shopping district. Restaurants and cafés show an 
opposite pattern; they are located more to the southern parts. One reason could be the 
large amount of tourists and summer cottage owners in the summer spending more time 
in the old town, the market square and the marina, all located south or southwest of the 
shopping district. A closer look reveals that cafés and restaurants are dominating in the 
south and pubs and fast food being more common a few blocks north. Also interior 
design and gift shops are only present in the southern half of the shopping district.  
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 As mentioned earlier, chain stores and shops representing a national or international 
brand is not any more concentrated to Kungsgatan than to any other location within the 
shopping district. When looking at a map displaying the location of chain stores (Figure 
16) no clear pattern is visible. There is only a hint of a concentration to the north but this 
is only due to the high concentration of banking, insurance and real estate to that area – 
businesses that traditionally are chained.  
 
 
Figure 14: In Ekenäs many banks are located on the street section just north of the pedestrian area 
where one of the parking areas is located. March 2008.  
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Figure 15: The businesses in the shopping district in Ekenäs.  
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Figure 16: Chain stores and independent businesses in the shopping district in Ekenäs.  
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 5.4 Results in Kerava  
Of the three case towns examined, Kerava is the one that is most dominated by service 
businesses and the overall share of retailers only slightly surpasses the 50 % level (Table 
10). One reason for choosing Kerava was the assumption that Kerava will be different, 
especially due to two factors: the centre of Helsinki, the heart of an urban region with 
more than one million inhabitants lies only 30 minutes away, and secondly, Kerava’s 
commercial centre is dominated by two hypermarkets. This seemingly affects businesses 
in the categories retailers and other services. Restaurants are less affected and they show 
a pattern similar to the other two cases. One could have imagined that the larger range of 
all kinds of restaurants in the Helsinki region would make people seek gastronomical 
experiences elsewhere. Seemingly there are not that many customers attracted by this 
option and most businesses in the category restaurants in Kerava are, in fact, pubs.  
 
Table 10: The commercial structure of the shopping district in Kerava 
 Kauppakaari Shopping centres Other location 
Retailers 56.3 % 60.5 % 43.2 % 
Restaurants 14.6 % 21.1 % 18.9 % 
Other services 29.2 % 18.4 % 37.8 % 
 
Retailers show low relative numbers but still make up the majority on the pedestrian 
street Kauppakaari and in shopping centres. On other streets within the shopping district 
retailers and service providers are almost equal in number.  
 
Also when looking at the more precise figures of which ranges of businesses are present 
in Kerava, services are noticeable (Table 11). On Kauppakaari the category other 
specialist retailers is dominating, making up almost one third of the businesses, followed 
by other services; restaurants and cafés; and banking, insurance and real estate. Such a 
typical range of business on a pedestrian street as clothing and shoes, show a mere 10 % 
share. Daily consumer goods show a conspicuously high share on the pedestrian street 
which is explained by the fact that two out of three supermarkets in Kerava’s shopping 
district are located on Kauppakaari. As a matter of fact, the customers on Kauppakaari 
can walk between two supermarkets in the westernmost point of the street and end up 
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 between two hypermarkets in the easternmost point of the street. In between there is one 
shopping centre and one little department store. This kind of commercial structure leaves 
little space for other retailers. That is why they mostly consist of specialist retailers like 
opticians and jewellers – products that are sold in neither supermarkets nor hypermarkets. 
Kerava is an example of the deteriorating effect a hypermarket has on small businesses, 
but exactly how much this influences the commercial structure is unclear because of the 
other important factor in Kerava: its inferior position in the commercial hierarchy of the 
region. What is also interesting is that there are more shops on Kauppakaari than in the 
rest of the shopping district.  
 
Table 11: Ranges of businesses present in the shopping district in Kerava 
 Kauppakaari Shopping centres Other location 
 % number % number % number 
Daily consumer goods 6.0 % 3 0.0 % 0 10.8 % 4 
Department store or other  
   large range retailers 2.0 % 1 4.9 % 2 0.0 % 0 
Clothing and shoes 10.0 % 5 22.0 % 9 2.7 % 1 
Textile and bags/suitcases 4.0 % 2 0.0 % 0 0.0 % 0 
Interior design and furniture 2.0 % 1 0.0 % 0 0.0 % 0 
Hardware and spare parts 0.0 % 0 0.0 % 0 0.0 % 0 
Other specialist retailers 30.0 % 15 26.8 % 11 29.7 % 11 
Restaurants and cafés 14.0 % 7 19.5 % 8 18.9 % 7 
Second-hand and other  
    used products 0.0 % 0 2.4 % 1 0.0 % 0 
Banking, insurance and  
    real estate 12.0 % 6 2.4 % 1 8.1 % 3 
Other services 16.0 % 8 14.6 % 6 29.7 % 11 
Empty shop 4.0 % 2 7.3 % 3 0.0 % 0 
Total 100 % 50 100 % 41 100 % 37 
 
There are three shopping centres in Kerava. Two of them are a grouping of small shops 
located in the same buildings as the hypermarkets and the third one is a traditional indoor 
shopping centre. This last one does not, however, have a very traditional commercial 
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 structure and has mostly restaurants, pubs, and service businesses as tenants. The shops in 
the hypermarkets are more traditional when looking at what kind of businesses they 
represent but have an attention-grabbing pattern of ownership. The two hypermarkets are 
competitors, one belonging to Kesko and the other to the S Group. Therefore the tenants 
in conjunction with the hypermarkets are representing the same owner as the hypermarket 
itself. Consequently, the shoe shop, the optician and the fashion shop are all owned by 
Kesko next to Kesko’s hypermarket (Kesko, 2008). Similarly, in conjunction with S 
Group’s hypermarket its own optician and restaurant is found (S Group, 2008). In both 
shopping centres there are also other retailers that do not belong to either company, with 
Kesko’s hypermarket having more chain stores.  
 
When looking at the map (Figure 17) where the shops are located one trend is clear: 
Fashion shops on the pedestrian street are located in the opposite corner of the 
hypermarkets. Next to the railway station there is a small cluster of service businesses, 
many of them being hairdressers. The banks and insurance companies in Kerava are 
concentrated to the pedestrian street in opposite to the two other case towns. Well more 
than half of these companies are located on the pedestrian street as compared to Pori 
where only one in six is located on Yrjönkatu. Other businesses are spread out more 
evenly.  
 
The map showing which businesses are chain stores or are representing a national or 
international brand (Figure 18) shows a relatively even distribution of these businesses. 
Overall, the central business district in Kerava is clearly dominated by chains. Actually 
the only gaps with many independent shops are found in the shopping centre Aleksintori 
characterized by service businesses and among the service companies near the railway 
station.  
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Figure 17: The businesses in the shopping district in Kerava. 
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Figure 18: Chain stores and independent businesses in the shopping district in Kerava.  
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 5.5 Results in Pori 
In light of earlier findings, Pori can be termed as quite a typical Finnish town when it 
comes to its commercial structure. The data from the commercial inventory in Pori is 
extensive, which is why far going conclusions are more easily drawn from this case than 
the two other cases. The generalized commercial structure for the pedestrian street, 
Yrjönkatu, shows a 63 % share for retailers, followed by restaurants with a 20 % share 
(Table 12). Shopping centres in Pori are also typical when it comes to their commercial 
structure with a 73 % share of retailers and a low 11 % share of restaurants. In both 
groupings the number of other services is quite the same. The effect of shopping centres 
and pedestrian streets is clearly visible in Pori, since the rest of the shopping district 
shows very different numbers. The relative number of restaurants outside the pedestrian 
area does not differ that much from Yrjönkatu, but retailers have a share that goes below 
50 %, while other services make up almost one third of businesses outside the pedestrian 
area.  
 
Table 12: The commercial structure of the shopping district in Pori 
 Yrjönkatu/Itäpuisto Shopping centres Other location 
Retailers 62.5 % 72.9 % 49.1 % 
Restaurants 20.8 % 11.4 % 18.8 % 
Other services 16.7 % 15.7 % 32.1 % 
 
What makes Yrjönkatu a bit different from other pedestrian streets in Finland is the low 
number of fashion shops. This is not due to their absence in Pori; instead most of the 
fashion shops are located in one single shopping centre, Iso-Karhu, that hosts all the 
biggest national and international brands in this field in the town. Therefore the biggest 
category on Yrjönkatu is other specialist retailers followed by restaurants and cafés 
(Table 13). Interior design is also an important range of business as compared to Kerava 
with only one shop in this category in the entire shopping district. Although some banks 
are located on the pedestrian street, most of them are located elsewhere.  
 
As mentioned earlier, many fashion retailers are found in shopping centres and these 
businesses in fact make up one third of the tenants followed closely by other specialist 
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 retailers. Also restaurants and cafés, as well as some service businesses are common in 
the shopping centres in Pori. All in all, there are three shopping centres in Pori. One built 
in the 1970s with an according layout and architecture containing many small shops, 
most of them independent businesses. The two others are modern shopping centres with a 
typical mix of large and small spaces for rent according to the need of the tenant. Iso-
Karhu is located on the middle of Yrjönkatu and is dominated by international retailers, 
mostly in the fashion business. BePop, having an interesting architecture, is located just 
south of the pedestrian area a bit outside the main customer flows. Therefore more 
service businesses have their domicile there, like banks, restaurants and hairdressers.  
 
Table 13: Ranges of businesses present in the shopping district in Pori 
 Yrjönkatu/Itäpuisto Shopping centres Other location 
 % number % number % number 
Daily consumer goods 0.0 % 0 0.0 % 0 2.4 % 7 
Department store or other  
   large range retailers 4.0 % 2 0.0 % 0 0.0 % 0 
Clothing and shoes 18.0 % 9 33.3 % 24 5.6 % 16 
Textile and bags/suitcases 2.0 % 1 4.2 % 3 1.4 % 4 
Interior design and furniture 14.0 % 7 5.6 % 4 5.2 % 15 
Hardware and spare parts 0.0 % 0 0.0 % 0 1.4 % 4 
Other specialist retailers 22.0 % 11 27.8 % 20 28.3 % 81 
Restaurants and cafés 20.0 % 10 11.1 % 8 18.2 % 52 
Second-hand and other  
    used products 0.0 % 0 0.0 % 0 3.1 % 9 
Banking, insurance and  
    real estate 10.0 % 5 4.2 % 3 7.7 % 22 
Other services 6.0 % 3 11.1 % 8 23.4 % 67 
Empty shop 4.0 % 2 2.8 % 2 3.1 % 9 
Total 100 % 50 100 % 72 100 % 286 
 
First of all when looking at the map of shop distribution (Figure 19) two areas of 
shopping can be noticed according to customer flows. One is Yrjönkatu and the blocks 
around that street, and the other is the avenues that form a both separate but also 
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 connected shopping area with the rest of the shopping district. The avenues are lined with 
small independent businesses, e.g. independent real estate agencies, music stores, 
hairdressers and massage parlours.  
 
Restaurants are found all over the shopping district, but a concentration can be noticed in 
the area around the market square. Clothing and shoe shops are clearly concentrated to 
the shopping centres, while special retailers are chiefly found in some kind of fringe zone 
in the blocks around Yrjönkatu. Other service businesses are found relatively evenly 
spread out over the area with the exception of Yrjönkatu itself from where they are 
almost absent. There are also two department stores in Pori, one on Yrjönkatu and the 
other one block eastwards, both of them in connection with a supermarket. There is also a 
traditional market hall with stands selling mostly food products.  
 
Pori has a visible geographical division of chain stores versus independent shops (Figure 
20). Chain stores are in particular concentrated around the southern parts of Yrjönkatu 
and the shopping centres. Yrjönkatu’s parallel Antinkatu also host a few large space 
chain stores as well as the area around the market square. Independent shops are above all 
found towards the edge of the shopping district, but they are common as well in central 
areas. It seems that independent retailers are more commonly found in the ground floor of 
housing buildings, while chain stores are more typical in commercial buildings. Of course 
this division is not really clear and there are many exceptions.  
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Figure 19: The businesses in the shopping district in Pori.  
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Figure 20: Chain stores and independent businesses in the shopping district in Pori. 
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 6 Conclusions  
The purpose of this master’s thesis was to find out the differences in commercial 
structure when comparing pedestrian streets and other streets within the same shopping 
district. On the way of the research process, shopping centres in the examined towns’ 
shopping districts were made part of the study since they showed a differing pattern from 
both pedestrian streets and other streets. At first this was not the original intention but 
because shopping centres have a commercial structure similar to pedestrian streets but are 
located outside the pedestrian street it was best to treat them as a category of their own.  
 
As pointed out earlier, retailing activities are located according to population density, 
transportation and topography (Kivell & Shaw, 1980:133-135). In all three case towns 
these factors are favourable for the pedestrian street. All of them are located in the middle 
of their respective towns, which are presumably an area of high population density. 
Usually they are found on the route from one important point in the town to another, e.g. 
a railway station or a bridge. Topographical factors can be for instance the river in Pori 
that directs people flows over certain bridges and in Kerava the railway has a similar 
effect; people have to use the underpasses and overpasses. The competitive situation is 
such in all towns examined that there is only one pedestrian street in each town, and 
therefore the streets offer a wide range of retailers and are not focused on a particular 
range of businesses, e.g. a restaurant street.  
 
The hierarchy of shopping districts is reflected in the results. Ekenäs and Pori are both 
towns in the middle of large rural areas and therefore on the top of the local hierarchy. 
Ekenäs’s catchment area is smaller than Pori’s which is observed in the overall number of 
businesses. Kerava is not in the top of the local hierarchy and located close to a much 
larger shopping district. This fact is reflected in the results to a certain point.  
 
The general conclusion is that, yes, there are clearly visible differences when comparing 
pedestrian streets to other streets in the same shopping district where car traffic is 
allowed. When grouping businesses into three categories: retailers, restaurants and other 
services, the results are clear. There are significantly more retailers on pedestrian streets 
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 than on other streets, in average 65 % versus 49 %. Shopping centres show even higher 
numbers, with retailers reaching 69 %. Restaurants show a more even distribution with 
figures hovering around 14–19 % with the higher number for locations not on the 
pedestrian street. Other services have a clear division with a 33 % share for other streets 
compared to 21 % for pedestrian streets and only 17 % for shopping centres. Therefore it 
can be claimed that pedestrian streets have a different commercial structure compared to 
other streets within the same shopping district. Further on it can be asserted that shopping 
centres and pedestrian streets, in fact, show some similarities when it comes to 
commercial structure. This is in fact a field where further research could be done.  
 
The second main research question of this master’s thesis concerned chain stores. 
Although chain stores are not the main focus of this thesis the necessary material was 
gathered at the same time with the other observations. Also, since they have not been 
studied before, it was interesting to get a first glimpse into their commercial structure. 
The results from the commercial inventory that was done are unclear. Some of the cases 
supported the theory of pedestrian streets having more chain stores than other streets, 
while other cases showed no difference. Also the size of the town did not directly 
influence the number of chain stores, although there were some hints that they could be 
more common in bigger towns. The results from Pori showed a concentration of chains 
towards the middle of the shopping district, but the two other cases did not support this 
finding. Indeed, this is where much more research needs to be done. As far as the author 
knows, there has not been done any studies in Finland looking at how chain stores appear 
on pedestrian streets and the number of observations gathered for this masters’ thesis is 
not large enough to have any further conclusions made.  
 
A bit surprisingly the historical development of pedestrian streets in Finland showed 
some unanticipated results. In the 1990s Heikkilä et al. (1996:73) assumed that the 
commercial structure of pedestrian streets would start to remind that of Scandinavian 
pedestrian streets. Instead, the number of retailers has remained the same, but the relative 
number of restaurants has increased quite a bit on the expense of other service businesses. 
Based on these findings it can be argued that Finnish pedestrian streets are becoming 
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 restaurant streets, at least to a certain point. As earlier pointed out in Chapter 2.4.6, also 
in Scandinavia some pedestrian streets are more dominated by restaurants, especially in 
university towns. Therefore the development that happened Finland is not uncommon to 
some Scandinavian towns.  
 
When examining the more precise ranges of businesses, the results from the three towns 
examined demonstrate some diverging numbers. This is naturally understandable since 
the history, size and location of the towns impact on the local commercial structure. The 
combined results of the cases confirm, however, some common patterns, e.g. that fashion 
retailers dominate on both pedestrian streets and shopping centres, but are less frequent in 
other locations. The opposite can be verified for service businesses.  
 
When looking at how certain businesses are spread out over the shopping district local 
factors are very strong. This could for instance be concluded for restaurants, cafés and 
pubs, where some were more tourist-oriented and others more oriented to serve local 
customers. Therefore local factors had a stronger impact on their location than did 
general theories regarding pedestrian streets and shopping districts. The same could be 
seen among shopping centres that showed a great local variance in commercial structure 
depending on location and layout as well as architecture.  
 
The commercial structure of the shopping districts showed results that are similar to the 
division made by Santasalo and Heusala (2002:22-26) presented in Chapter 2.3, but this 
was clearer in the two large case towns, than in small Ekenäs. Still, especially fashion 
shops and shops with a large turnover and a certain factor of trendyness were more 
common in the central shopping district in all towns, while service businesses were more 
clearly located to the rest of the shopping district, especially in Pori. Since the case towns 
were on purpose chosen to be different, it would be interesting to look at similar towns to 
verify if the results gained are generalizable or not. Especially large towns with more 
extensive shopping districts are well suited for such further research.  
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 All three pedestrian streets examined suffer from delivery traffic. Kungsgatan was most 
exposed to this, since the street is very narrow. On Yrjönkatu and Kauppakaari this does 
not disturb pedestrians that much because there is enough space to pass the delivery vans. 
Public transportation is brought close to all the pedestrian streets except in Ekenäs that 
has no local public transportation at all. From a biking perspective Kerava is best 
prepared since biking routes lead from surrounding housing areas to the central shopping 
district. Pori also has good biking possibilities, but the historical street pattern puts some 
limits. Ekenäs has very few bike lanes, but then again, taken as a whole, traffic is not 
very lively. All three towns have good possibilities for parking cars with Pori being the 
only one charging for it. Bad parking facilities are therefore not a reason not to come to 
the shopping districts.  
 
From the pedestrian’s point of view on how pleasant the pedestrian streets are there are 
some differences. Aura et al. (1997:112-117) pointed out that streets should be 
continuous and have stimuli on the way. Kungsgatan is for sure continuous, but also 
functions as a kind of pipe pushing the pedestrian onwards because of the narrowness 
with shop windows not being very stimulating. The same can be said for the other streets 
in Ekenäs’s shopping district and the more stimulating streets in the town that teases 
pedestrians to explore more is found in the old town. In Kerava shop windows and the 
overall structure of the streets in the shopping district makes stopping natural. On the 
other hand there is not a clear way where Kauppakaari is leading that can make 
pedestrians feel a bit lost. Because of the grid street pattern of Pori all streets look the 
same. It is however clear that the lack of cars on Yrjönkatu makes stopping and “hanging 
around” much more pleasurable there than on other streets.  
 
Thanks to the perpendicular wide avenue Itäpuisto, Yrjönkatu is nicely sectioned into two 
parts, something Aura et al. (1997:112-117) mentioned as important. The two other 
pedestrian streets are also sectioned but in Kerava the sectioning is made up by a busy 
street that is more separating than sectioning and in Ekenäs one narrow cross street is not 
noticeable before standing very close to it. The width of Yrjönkatu makes it easy to 
observe several shop windows at the same time compared to the other streets in Pori’s 
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 shopping district where the pedestrian has to walk right next to the buildings on narrow 
sidewalks making it hard to get an overall view. Also the avenues in Pori give a nice 
overview for the pedestrian for the reason that pedestrians can walk in the middle of the 
avenue with cars passing by on both sides.  
 
Finally, it can be concluded that all three pedestrian streets examined are well 
functioning, offering a wide range of businesses to their customers. What ranges are 
present on the streets varies locally as well as the total number of shops because the 
streets are located in different competitive settings having a different customer base. The 
shopping districts surrounding the pedestrian streets complete each other, where the rest 
of the shopping district offer a good location for those businesses not necessary needing a 
place on the pedestrian street itself but still require a central location.  
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